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Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, May

Volume XXIX No. 23

STEINS
Messrs. Creswell and Catlin
have struck some high grade ore
at the "GG" mine at Eloro. It will
run about $100 per ton.
Mr. Dennis has a mining man
looking over his lead property here.
Clay McGonigal and family of
the Animas were visitors in Steins
several days last week, their car
having broken down about six
miles east of here.
The Douglas Mining Interests
have begun work on f,he1r new
shaft south of Steins. McKenzie
is shipping ore from the local platform.
Mrs. Williams of Bedrock, Ariz.,
is visiting at Steins,
An excellent program will bring
the local schools to a close this

ANIMAS STATION
R. E. Burns has finished his
term of school and is visiting his
parents. Mr, and Mrs. J. F. Burns.
The family of C. E. Mace ar-

rived from the east Thursday
morning, and left for their new
home in the upper valley.
n
Holmes Maddox and Taz
went to Lordsburg Friday.
Mrs. Bremer arrived Sunday
morning to join her husband, who
has rented the Wogan place.
Chas. Tyson of Lordsburg was
visiting in the valley Tuesday and
Wednesday, attending to his interests here.
R. L. Burns made a trip to Douglas Thursday.
Miss Baker arrived from Silver City Friday morning, en route
to Cloverdale, where she will complete the school term.
Fred Arnold left for Bisbee on
Tuesday' morning.
The high wind of Saturday was
followed by a severe storm, begin
ning Sunday evening, and lasting
until midnight. Some of the goat
men were heavy losers, as the
cold west wind chilled goats, causing them to crowd and smother
each other to death. It is estimated that more than a thousand goats
perished during the storm.
Gall-ma-

"The King of Timbuctoo" in all
his glony will hold court at the
Star Theater Saturday night, May
13,

when the Lordsburg

Harmony

Club, under the direction of Miss

Elizabeth Girrett, will present the
musical comedy bearing the name
above quoted. The club has been
working hard to perfect this big
3how, which will doubtless eclipse
any local talent show ever given
here. Whether or not they have
succeeded will be evidenced next
week.
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Our many depart
ments Will Solve

Our many years

Your

Service is the

Buying Problem

of Satisfactory

Guarantee

Fresh Vegetabes Received Daily
Choice Cuts of Meats

Rugs, Linoleum, Carpets,
Kitchen Cabinets
In the Furniture Department

King's Best Candies Fresh Weekly
In the Drug Department

SHOES

Men

wom

SHOES
vir '.igL'jayiLJJ

.MUST DEPOSIT

INCORPORATION FEES
Those who subscribed amounts
for the taking of the census and
the survey of the proposed incor
porated town of Lordsburg, are requested to deposit the amountb
subscribed by them with the First
National Bank.
The costs; were $80, and this
must be paid to the county treas
urer. As soon as the city has col
lected the first taxes the money
will be refunded to those who sub
scribed.

SUBSCRIPTION

If you see it in OUR ad, it is So
We close at 6 o'clock p. m.

TüeEaüB DmiMercaiitileCo.

El Paso Ice Cream and Cold
Drinks at Mrs. Stevens'- - Ice
Cream Parlor.

Lor dsburg's Largest Department Store

Ill eh class tailoring, cleaning, press
ing and altering. Ladiet nd Gentle
mens Buita made at hume from $18.00
to M0.0O.
See M. P. Farrer, the
tailor. 4.
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CALL

stationed at Hachita
was freed from a charge of assault on one of the "girl hikers"
who were walking from Chicago
to San Francisco. The trial was
held before judge Marsalis.
Following the judge's decision
one of the "hikers" became un- managable and it was necessary
to lodge her in the cooler. Thus
ends the thrilling chapter in the
life of the girls from Chicago.
A soldier

The annual subscription bills of
the Western Liberal will be sent
out during the next two weeks and
it is trusted that the subscribers
will make an effort to pay these
small accunts, which in the aggregate amount to several hundred
dollars.
The high price of printing materials has greatly increased the cost
of getting out a newspaper and we
need the money more this year than
ever before the profits are a great
deal less but the price the same.
Having been put to a big expense in moving and getting located in its new shop, the Liberal is
in no thriving financial condition
and we assure our many readers
that their remittance will be gladly received.

Kerby Marsh was bound
over to the grand jury charged
witn assault upon George
f
with intent to kill at the Wills
ranch near the Mexico line.
Jim Robson of Hachita was
exonerated from a minor charge
which was placed against him.
Kat-lif-

Assistant District Attorney
Vaught and Attorney Fred Sher
man of Doming were here Thurs
day attending to several cases in
the local justice court.
I. M. Harcrow, formerly of
this city and James Harvey, have
bought the Palace bar at Silver
City of J. F. Smith.
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WANT GAMES

The baseball team of the '22nd
infantry, stationed at
Douglas,
has written for a game with Lordsburg at any date in June. The
22d Infantry has the best team in
the Douglas aggregations and is
making preparations for a series
of battles on the Lordsburg trip.
A baseball game has been booked with Bowie, Arizona, for next
Wednesday afternoon. A dance
will follow in the evening.
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CITY COUNCIL

MEETS
The first meeting of the city
council was held Monday night
in the office of Attorney A. W.
Morningstar at which time affair?
of the town were discussed.
Next Monday night another meeting will be held at which time
permanent organization will be
Amandas Kelm. of Silver Citv. affected.
countv
commited suicide at the
SHOT IN LEG
seat by drinking cynadine of pot
assium. JNo reason can De asnegro
porter on the Westing- A
signed to the rash act. Mr. Kelm
was cmnnvpn at the Honnpv nouse instruction car was shot by
an unknown assassian Wednesmine here about a month ago.
day night in the S. Pi yards.
Rev. T. Vance will preach at The man was returning to the
Christian church morning and car when he was commanded to
evening on Sunday. The morn- stop. This he did not do and reing subject will be "It Is Finish- ceived a 22 caliber bullett in his
ed" and in the evening "What right leg. The injury was slight.
Must I Do To Be Saved T ' Every The assailant could not be found
although a diligent search was
one invited to attend.
made.
P. L. Ward of the Animas
was a business visitor in town
Wednesday.
Rev. W. S, Huggett was in attendance at the conference of the
Mi. anrl Mrs M J MrF.li-nwill laova Sunrlnv fnr PnraHimv southwestern district of the M. E.
at Van Morn, Texas, last
Arizona where Mr. McElroy has church,
:.'eek.
accepted a responsible position as

Lordsburg Material in Action
A large crowd of young and old
attended the dunre, given in the
east side of the Western Liberal
building on Saturday evening.
House for sale: Three room
frame house. Two good lots. Will
sell reaso'.iabi'e.
Mrs. D. F. Sellards.
Mrs. H. F .Brinkman returned
to her home in San Francisco,
Calif., Saturda" after spending
several wee'.ts here attending to
business ma Iters.
Rev. J. A. Land will hodl ser-

vices

at

Sunday.

Jo.lumbus.

N. M.,
,

ntxt

ijf

superintendent at the old
Cochise concentrator, operated
During the time
by C.E.Welsh.
mill

and his wife have lived

"Mack

Lordsburg they have made
manv friends who regret their
departure.

NASHVILLE

Row C. P. Moore, field secretary
of the western division of the M.
E. church south, was here Tuesday
making an excellent addrets on
Sunday school work at the Method

Saturday May 6th

in

Marsh-Ratli-

n:

Star Theatre

Big Colored Ministrel Show- with their own
Big Brass Band
-

trial.

Big Free Street Parade At Noon

ul dinner rjartv was
civen bv Mrs. S. K. Gass Saturday
evening in honor of Miss Elizabeth
A

STUDENTS

ONE NIGHT ONLY

ist church Tuesday evening.
Messrs Wills and Lard of VVal
nut Wells and their families
motored to Lordsburg Thursday
being called as witnesses in the
rlplio-ht-

Big Aggregation of Colored Ariists in a Melange of Music, Mirth, Yiimicry, Dancing

There were six guests
Garrett.
nrovrtit, and &.U sner.t a lovelv ev- r.
enirg at games and songs punc
tuated with aeucious reiresn-ment-

Students' Quartett

3.

Mr. and Mrs. Wade 15. Smith have
moved into their new home, which
has just been completed. The residence s made of adobe and is
noatlv finished, adding much to
the good appearance of thesouth- east part of town.
PROUD OF NEW SCHOOL
The people of the Valley View
Mrs. Dck Hudson and son of
section feel very proud of their the 85 mine were guests of Mrs.
new school, which is nearly com Crocker Saturday and Sunday.
pleted, and well have a right to
Mr James of the 85 mine Breach
be.
Mesyrs. McCants and Carlon, ed at that camp at the regular
who have been aiding in erecting afternoon services in the absence
the building, were in town Tues- of Rev. W. S. Huggett.
day for the purpose of taking out
In honor of Grand Master Polsupplies for putting on the fin lard of Deming and hia deputy, Dr.
ishing touches to the building.
Moir, a banquet was given by the
The school measures 24 x 32 feet local Masonic order at the Tom
and is well built of adobes with a long restaurant Saturday evenIt is ing. A number of excellent toasts
solid concrete foundation.
well lighted with large grouped were given. The lodge performed
windows and is neatly finished on work for the grand master during
the inside.
his stay here.
A metal ceiling will be put In
Messrs. Jones, Elair, Moses and
A ten rod quare
the building.
yard has been fenced off, a well Dr. Carrier of Santa Rita were
has been'dug and a pump installed. visitors at the Bonney mine the
The school house Is one of the best last of the week. Manager Har
in any of the rural school districts ry Thome and hia wife returned
with them, and made a short visit
of the county.
in the big Chino camp.
SCHOOL CLOSES NEXT WEEK
The cow men and dry farmers
1915-1-

term of the Lords
The
borg public school will eom to a
close next Friday.
An excellent
program has been arranged for
winding up the year and a feature
attraction will be a May Pole.

m

SIMOLE COriXO. TKN CBlfTS

ROARING COMEDY LOCAL & PERSONAL
MAY 13

There will be unusual comedy,
lots of singing, good dancing, and
music the best ever. Several of
week.
Mr. Estabrook has gone to Dem-in- Miss Garrett's compositions will
N. M., where he has been pro- be introduced for the first time.
To hear these new selections alone
moted by the Espee Co.
The S. P. rock crusher here is will be worth the price of admission.
being move to Douglas, Ariz.
The trials of the King of TimThere will be a grand dance at
Steins Saturday night and a large buctoo in his quest for a happy
Slick,
number of out of town people are woman are sidesplitting.
the theatrical promoter and his
expected.
wife, the professor and his wife
and the Irish Piper will be in atREDROCK
tendance at the Royal Court. For
1.10
The rainfall for April was
the amusement of his' kiddies
inches, all of which fell on the Charlie
Chaplin will come off the
night of Apr. 30.
long enough to aid in the
Bud Harper isn't accountable for reels
for the happy woman. The
anything he does since the arrival search
beauty
chorus is a stellar attrac
of that new silver mounted saddle.
none should miss. "Ginger"
Mr. Wright is out from Lords- tion
on deck and many other charburg with some mining men look- js
tend to make one of the
ing over the property of the late acters
best shows ever staged here.
WALNUT WELLS
Mr. Van Ilouten.
The date: Next Saturday night,
Roy Harper is again in the cat- J. 0. Burgett had an outing with
April 13. Thirteen has no horrors
friends up the valley a few days
since, taking in Playas station and jjnterests of Edmond Wright last for this aggregation.
the adorning country.
week.
Also there are audible rumors of WILL OPEN NEWBAKERY HERE
Mrs. Mary Ctoen is in El Paso
visiting and attending to business other important cattle sales about
Alex Schneider, recently
of
to take place.
matters.
Louisville, Ky., has leased the new
Mrs. W. E. Parker of Animas
bakery which has been erected by
Valley, is the guest of her parents
GETTING RESULTS
Contractor Ed Moran for W. H.
Ask the man who advertises if Small in the rear of the Small
this week.
Mr.
Mrs. R. L Keith and son have the Western Liberal is getting re buildings on Main street.
Schneider is an experienced baker
returned home from an extended sults.
visit with relatives at Alamogordo,
An add which and ha3 given this field careful
For instance:
His shop will be
N. M.
has been running for three weeks investigation.
J. F. Keeton is having a well in the Western Liberal in regard equipped with the latest electrical
drilled on his homestead south of to the purchase of cattle, brought applances for mixing bread and
pastry and all modern improve
town.
over fifteen answers.
ments will predominate in the new
Burgett
Frank
and wife are soAnother ad brought four appli- place.
journing in Hachita for a short cants
for the rental of one house.
Mr. Schneider has rented the
time.
Western Liberal advertising has bungalow south of the Liberal of
Beginning on the 29th, a good
fice and will move into it within
rain began falling here, and con- sold two automobiles lately.
tinued well into the first of May.
Our display ads or our readers the next three weeks.
This will be of great benefit to the are delivering the goods.
CARLOAD OF OVERLANDS
range and gardens.
Have you given U3 the test?
J. H. Fitzpatrick, manager of the
Lordsburg Garage, received a carload of Overland motor cars last
.Saturday to su ly the big demand
county. Lined
in Southern Gi
up on the streets Saturday the ma
chines gave evidence of prosperity
in this section, as they are being
sold fast.
J. A. Hall of the 85
mine purchased one of the cars
Tuesday.

Solution

uwcairno.

5, 1916

are rejoicing together for the
heavy rain which fell Sunday night
and Monday morning.
The. editor of the "Range News,"
of Wilcox, Ariz., was here Saturday in the interests of the new
cooperative creamery that has
been established at that place.
Most of the local merchants will
boon handle the Wilcox butter.
Rev. D. F. Sellards has received
the patent on his homestead in the
Animas valley from the General
Land Office.

COY

Grcatrst Hoop Roller
Musical Ai tisis

IIERNDON--World'- s

WASHINGTON AND FRILLS

V

W

ff

Test Us
On This!
1

W

VJSJ

Even if the war a.J speculation have sent the price of
wheat up we still ca.rry ozx
usual line of iUmr.
Dest

j

Test us r.n this and cCbef
things.

Ordsra carefully filiad
'

'

THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
MERCANTILE CO

'
1KC

WESTERN LIBERAL.

WESTERN LIBERAL

FOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE

CONFEREES

Food riota at Guadalajara are
LOCK
ported In dispatches to El Paso, Tex.
Tow French aeroplanes which flew
Farts V. Bush, Editor and Owner.
over Swiss territory were fired on by
IN
Published Every Ftldav.
Swiss soldiers.
Gen. BcoU and Gen. Obregon began
Then there ra those who enjoy poor
their
conference over Mexican affairs
'
CAUQHT FROM THE NETWORK OF at Juares last Saturday.
health.
SCOTT AND FUNSTON 8TOP OBRE
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
GON IN DEMAND THAT U. 8.
Gerard
Ambassador
American
Not every hysky man you aea comea
Thursday discussed the submarine
THE WORLD.
ARMY LEAVE MEXICO.
from U coro blt
question with the kaiser.
Vesuvius oarer complains of a abort
MaJ. Gen. Geo. W. Goethals, govage of ammunition.
ernor
ot the Panama Canal Zone, did
DURING THE PAST WEEK not quarantine
the McAdoo party on TO MAKE CONCESSIONS
The war under the watera must be
arrival at Panama.
fought out on dry land.
After the secession of thirty deleRECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT! gates, who protested agalnBt the antiOF 8TAFF WILL NOT DIS
What the moth ball la to the moth,
war policy, the British Socialist party. CHIEF
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
the enowball la to the grippe germ.
CUSS
ANYTHING EXCEPT
England,
In
Salford,
conference at
PEOPLE.
adopted resolutions favoring the
Naming a poor cigar after a public
speedy termination of the war.
Man la cloaely related to criticism.
WMirn Nerppr TJnloa Kawa Barrica,
In a battle between 6,000 rebela and
Western Newspaper Union Newi Serviré.
the constitutionalist army just north
Only ode button on the coat will be ABOUT THE WAR
of the city ot Oaxaca, the rebels were
Italians repulse four determined
aa moch lesa for friend wife to fuaa
WAR AT A GLANCE.
by Austrlans east ot Beta.
defeated with a loss of 600 men
with.
Irloh
caprevolt ended. Rebel leaders
many
wounded
or
men,
killed
3,000
and
Turks report British lost
and 00 men surrender.
tured, according to a message re
British force at
Everybody believes In doing right 2,000 killed, In repulse at Telahie.
surrenders.
but It la ao hard to live up to your
British force of four cavalry squad ceived at the War Department In
French capture trenches north of
Dead Man's hill and north ot
convict lona
rons annihilated by Turks near Qua-tl- Mexico City from Oaxaca.
In Verdun fiithting. Borlln
After a conference with Gen.
ays French attacks were repuleed.
Gen. Jose A. Gaziola, chief ot
nermann repulaed In three night
Happy la the man who can satisfy
British battleship Russell Etrikes
attacka on French In" Voages, south
bis political aspirations by becoming mine and sinks; 702 saved, 124 miss- the medical staff ot the Carranza
of Larglzen.
army,
arsatisfactory
announced
that
notary public!
Germans In pra attneks analnnt
ing.
rangements bad been made for the
Britlah near Meaalnes enter trenches
by
British
sunk
at one point but are bombed out.
German submarine
surrender of Canuto Reyes and his
China evidently meditates of doing
Oeiin. Scott and Funnton deadlock
crew
England
and
coast
off
east
of
AH
accepted
over withdrawal of
have
lieutenants.
with Obri-Koa thorough and workmanship job captured.
S. troop, from Mexico.
U.
amnesty
on terms offered by Gen.
with Its civil war.
More Riipnliea are being; sent to
Germans attempt attacks northeast Trevlno.
Gen. 1'ershlng-- .
Officers casualty lists show that
The reason a sunset la not aa beau- of Verdun but are held back by
El Paso, Tex. May 1. A new factor
tiful aa a sunrise la because Joy Com- French fire.
during the month of March the British
Whole of Ireland placed under mar army tost 372 killed, 690 wounded and is believed to have been injected Into
eth In the morning.
tial law. Ilcvolt spreads to points in 44 missing a total ot 1.10G. The losses the conference ot American troop dis
It la folly to try to convince a man west and south.
in officers since the commencement positions by the receipt of fresh re
he can't sing after he baa taken the
Dublin
of hostilities total 25,033. Of these, ports that Francisco Villa is dead.
continuea
The situation in
thlrty-tblrMexican Consul Garcia said Col.
highball.
serious. Gunboat shells Liberty hall, 7,792 were killed or died of wounds,
15,438 were wounded and 1,803 are Carlos Carranza had telegraphed him
occupied by Sinn Fein Society.
from Cuslhuiriachlc that he had been
The "lure of the tango kid" ought
Germans capture first and second missing.
unable to find Villa's body but that
to carry the normal buman being in line trenches from French northeast
The news of the battle at Temachio he had established beyond dispute
the opposHe direction.
in which Colonel Dodd routed 260
of Celles in Vosges mountains.
that the bandit leader was dead and
Austrlans enraged by Italian aerial Villistas, was accepted at El Pa bo, he hoped to recover the body in a few
Mara Is now relatively near the
Tex.,
strong
as
confirmation
of
the
monastery
days.
earth, but no great alarm la felt, aa attack on Trlest in which
containing hundreds of noncombatants numerous reports received recently
Two conflicting propositions devel
It re still out of airship range.
Inactivity
of the American oped immediately
that the
was destroyed end several killed.
after the beginning
troops
The revolt of the Sinn Fein party bands had encouraged the numerous in the Mexican customs house in
ft takes more than talk to atop a
of bandits in northern Chihua
war, but a very little talk at the light In Ireland, with the attack on Dublin hua to reunite and resume their dep Juarez Saturday ot the conference.
un
men,
is
killing
of
twelve
They are understood temporarily to
and
the
one.
might
place
time and
start
Important development of the war. redations.
have Increased the gravity of the ne
gotiations. The conference lasted two
Military, critics assert Germany is SPORTING NEWS
The weather Is losing Its ancient and
gtnnitltiK ot Weatern I.vaKiif? flab.
hours. The Initial meeting was be
honorable place as a safe subject for preparing for a great offensive on the
Won. LobI. I'ct.
Clubs
4
conversation; even the war is safer.
xoo hind closed doors in the room Franwestern front and that the German Omaha
6
.750 cisco Villa used as hlB council cham
navy probably will come out and Wichita
4
.571 ber when he dominated northern Mex
lenver
Aa nearly aa we can fatnom It. the fight at the same time.
4
Topeka
.671
4
The second conference will be
City
.571 ico.
end In Europe will arrive synchronare Kluux
adherents
Villa's scattered
2
Lincoln
.400 held today In El Paso.
ously with the Irreducible minimum.
MoIhph
2
wall,
Ilea
pushed
.KB
to the
gradually being
Generals Hugh L. Scott and Frod
1
.125
according to unofficial reports at tit. Joueph
Funston represented the United
Philadelphia man has Invented a Columbus, N. M., as more men are beYoung Hector ot Salida was given erick
thinking machine. . We know any ing sent over the border to block the decision over Bob York of Pu States. The Mexican conferees were
Gen. Alvaro Obregon, Mexican minis
number of men who ought to buy one. coup by the Mexicans.
eblo at the end of a fifteen-rounter ot war, and Gen. Jacinto Trevino,
German cruiser squadron which bout at Salida, Colo.
military commander ot the northeast
A Danish prince has come to this
The fifty-yarAmateur Athletic district of Mexico. The progress of
country to learn farming, la Euro- bombarded North Lowestoft and YarEngland,
Tuesday,
championship
union
won
mouth,
four
swim
was
at the negotiations was not divulged, but
killed
pean royalty reading the writing on
persons and wounded
twelve and the Chicago Athlotic Association tank from an authoritative source two
the wall?
sunk steamer King Stephen. A Brit- by Duke Kahanamoku of Hawaii.
things were learned:
Ad Wolgast, once the premier light
Purista contend that the term la not ish destroyer also was sunk, accordFirst, the Mexican representatives
"pacifist," but "pacificist." but who ing to the Berlin report, but England weight of the fistic lands, was given reiterated the wish expressed In Gen,
carea wbat he calla one of those, now denies this.
a decision over Joe Flynn, the Den- Carranza's recent note to the Wash
adays?
ver battling wop, at the National Ath ington government that the American
WESTERN
troops should he withdrawn from
letic Club at Denver.
Murray,
bartender,
shot
Charles
The latest thing In Parla la the
Harry G. Hawker made a world's Mexican soil at an early date.
Gallup
of
Dick
and
Lewis
killed
and
ahrapnel bonnet. It may be called
Second, they were informed by the
altitude record in an aeroplane at
that because it Is considered perfect- dangerously wounded Henry Moore at Brooklands, according to an an an- American officials that the latter were
Gallup, N. M., In a saloon.
ly killing.
nouncement made by the Aero Club at not empowered to discuss the with
Mrs. Abraham Asseline and her
drawal of Gen. Pershing's columns.
London.
Hawker ascended to
were
daughter,
to
burned
A Harvard professor aays "It's me'
It la understood the American rep
24,408 feet.
height
of
years
old was
la an Idiom and therefore all right death and a son 6
resentatives told the Mexican con
Carmody,
as
better
Fred
known
Gradually, we're getting our English fatally hurt in a fire which destroyed
if the de facto government
Jockey Fred Maynard, and a well- ferees that
their home at Sheboygan, Mien.
whitewashed.
on an American evacuation
insisted
Prices of meat animals continue to known figure in the sporting game the conference would go Into a dead
Importation of eggs may have fallen rise, an average Increase of 4.3 per for years both in Denver and on the lock and the whole matter would re
off somewhat, but the consumer cannot cent from March 15 to April IS, being coast, died in San Francisco, Cal. vert to diplomatic discussion between
always discern this in the taste ot announced by the Department of Ag- after an extended Illness.
Washington and Mexico City.
Casper, Wyo., will have another
those he buys
riculture.
The Mexicans further were In
gathering during the coming summor formed that the purpose of the present
50 years old, farmPerkins,
James
Every now and then one runa across
as the United
MIbb Lucy which is looked forward to with great conference, so far
killed his sister-in-lathat unusual phenomenon, the chess er,
was
standing interest by the sportsmen of Wyom States is concerned, Is the develop
May
Jones,
while
she
player and even the checkers player
ing, Nebraska, Colorado and Montana. ment of a specific plan for the
p
in front ot a mirror combing her hair
la not extinct
This event will be the first annual eration of the American and de facto
at Washington, Ind.
trap shooting tournament-oJuly 9,
New Mexico's delegation elected at 10, 11 and 12, under the auspices of armies, in wiping out the bandit
The theory that bolls are good for a
groups that have spilled so much
Albuquerque,
man Is said to have been exploded. the state convention at
the Casper Rod and Gun Club.
blood along the border and have reThus Is the sufferer deprived of his will go to the national Republican
peatedly taken Amorican life in the
one consolation
Political GENERAL
convention uninstructed.
"Keep going!" That is Chauncey interior of Mexico
leaders declared, however, that five of
This country produced 11.690,000.00!) the six delegates were for Itoosevolt. M. Depew's advice to the aged. Mr,
END LONG BATTLE AT VERDUN
gallons of cow's milk last year, but It
The seven ViUlstas who were cap Depew Is 82.
was blill somewhat shy In places on tured after the raid on Columbus and
A meeting in memory ot the Lusi
that of buman kindness.
convicted of murder in the first degree tana disaster will take place In Car Gen. Townshend Starved Out by Turks
and Surrendera at
were condemned to death by Judge negie hall in New York, Sunday
The first almanac having been Edward L. Medler at Demlng, N. M. May 7.
London, May 2. The battle of Ver
traced back to 1200 B. C. the next The date ot the execution was set for
A shell from the wreck of the bat
dun may now be considered as ended,
burning question Is: How old was May 19.
tleship Maine exploded in the hand according to the opinion prevailing in
the,
calendar?
Fred Bissell, a Topeka baker, con- of John J. Busch Of Boston, killing French military circles. Not only the
fessed
at Lansing, Kan., that he mur him instantly and blinding his 14- - recent French official reports, but the
Persons of nervous temperament
year-olson in a garage on upper German announcement stated that
dered
Edna Dlnsmoi'e, a
will rind that a cat show Is much less
Gould street, Wakefield.
nothing important had developed in
disturbing than a dog show
Cata girl. In Topeka. Resentment, caused
At El Paso, Tex., Gen. Obregon was the Verdun region. Heavy German
by the refusal of the child's mother
keep quiet, but dogg don't
to marry him, prompted the crime, asked: "Do you think Villa Is dead? batteries In considerable number
have been withdrawn from before Ver
An amateur show can get all of the many of the details ot which were of "1 do not believe that Villa is dead;
was the quick reply; "but I am posi- dun and sent to a distant point which
advertising Its promoter denlres for a revolting character.
tive that he Is wounded and suffers Judging from the increasing activity
Do'hiim but legitímale business must WASHINGTON
for lack of medical
attention and there, probably is the portion ot the
pay 40 renta an agate line
President Wilson nominated Former therefore has small chance to be per line held by the British.
sonally active again In any cam
MaJ. Gen. Charles Townshend, com
In a good mary
Instances, the Senator John R. Thornton of Louisimander ot the British forces besieged
man who warns to do sorretuing for ana as civilian member of the Board paign."
by- Mesopotamia
the poor Is actuated by be fact that of Ordinance and Fortifications. He
Theodore Roosevelt urged the doc at
M.
succeeds
the
late
Senator
Francia
December,
since
last
poor
forces
Turkish
toe
cast more votea than the
trine of preparedness upon a large
Cockrell of Missouri.
This Information
rich.
number of Methodists gathered at the has surrendered.
The Senate Immigration Committee annual banquet ot the Methodist So- was contained in a British official
II It should ever become involved agreed to modify the Asiatic exclu
cial Union of New York and referred rtutement, which added that Gen
In the wai Switzerland would hsve a sion section of the pending ImmigraTownshend destroyed ail his guns and
to the latest phases of the relation
perfectly good alihl whenever a neu tion bill to eliminate reference to the with Germany and Mexico as showing munitions before surrendering. The
agreement restricting that "timidity and weaknetta Invite British force which surrendered
tral merchantman la sunk by a subimmigration of Japanese laborers.
marine
amounts to about 10.000 men.
war instead of averting it"
by a representawere
Efforts
made
reports
Hotty
that
Mrs.
PubllhheJ
KAISER'S AN8WER TO WlLSON
Althrugh the open-facsneeze bal
peen troubled by publicity. It atlll tive of Mrs. Agnes Newman ot New Green, considered the weclthlest woflourishes where the white light ol York, sister of Sir Roger Casement, man in the world, has been stricken Naval Hostilities .o Cease Pending
captured while trying to land arms with paralysis, and was seriously ill,
Furthei Exchanges.
inowlenge has not entered.
and ammunition In Ireland, to reach were denied by her son, Col. Edward
Amsterdam, May 1. Unofficial re
ports from Berlin state that a sumManufacturers ra turning out art) President Wilson with an appeal that H. R. Oreen In New York.
mary of Germany's reply to Washing
flclal arms that can be used to bug a be intervene in an effort to save the
20 years old, son
uarcia,
Ernesto
submarine controversy wil
girl but ihey lack somewhat the thrill prisoner's life.
of Col. Rosario Garcia, a bandit op- ton in the
Imparled by real flesh and blood.
Speaker Clark took the floor and erating In the Sahuarlpa district ol be dispatched to the United States a
admouished the House to "get down Sonora, was captured by the forcei once for the consideration of Presi
Anyway, goinc to Constantinople by to work and get away from here." of Major Jesus
Hurtado, de facte dent Wilson. It is said that, pendlui
wav ol Ibe tronches In Belgium He said both Democrats and Repub commander of the Sahuarlpa garrison further exchanges of notes In th
France and Kussia baa been mors Ucans have, been
making long and executed at Moctezuma. He wai premises, Germany will call a halt in
tiresome than were the routes uses' ipeerhes for political effect, and he officially charged with stealing cat Ita
warfare to auch an extent
before the war.
aa to meet with U. S. approval.
of such tactics.
wai
tle.
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such as their friends have In the United States.
The worth ot the crops grown in
Western Canada Is ot higher value
than those of the States namo4. so why
(FROM THE PEORIA JOURNAL.)
should the land not be worth fully as
Any Canadian Government
The Nebraska State Journal calla at much.
tention to the fact that Uncle Sam's Agent will be glad to give yon tofor- opening of a 4,000-acrtract in the matlon as to homestead lands or where j
Irrigation
North Platte
district for set you can buy. Advertisement.
tlement practically winds up the "free
Heard In the Hotel Barber 8tiep.
land distribution" of the nation. It
Boss, you sho am dusty.
Porter
adds:
Patron of the Hole! All right.
"Free or cheap land has been
George; you may brush oft about ten
the American safety valve. A
cents' worth.
population straining for
has had Ita own remedy-- to
go west and grow up with the
country.
With the government
reduced to advertising an opening
ot forty-thre- e
farms, the safety
valve may be considered forever
closed. The expansive energy formerly exerted outward, must hereWoman Made Well by Lydia
after work Itself out Intensively.
E. Pinkham' Vegetable
Increasing land speculation, with
Compound.
rapidly rising prices of land and
proportionately increasing dissatColombo, Ohio. "I had almost gjrrea
isfaction among the landless would
tm. 1 bad been sick ior six years wim
seem inevitable. The tone ot our
female trouble) and
ÍTTuuiiui
politics and the intensity of our
nervousness,
I had
social problems cannot but be via pain in my right '
1
tally changed under the strain of
side and could not
dealing internally with a social
it
..
eat anything- - withpressure which hitherto has had
out hurting-- my
stomach.
the wilderness to vent itself upon.
I eoold
,
not drink cold water
" 'Land hunger' will soon become a
at all nor est any
reality in this rapidly growing country
kind of raw fruit,
and the constant pressure of popula
nor fresh meat nor
tion, Increasingly higher than the ratio
chicken. Front 173
ot production, la bound to bring us
pounds I went t
face to face with economic problems
at times that
that we have heretofore considered re 118 and would get ao weaktake
Lydia K.
mote. The
statesman and 3 fell over. I begun toCompoond,
and
publicist must devote his thought rinkham'a Vegetable
earnestly to the consideration of these ten days later I could eat and It did not
questions If we are to escape the ex hurt my atomach. I have taken th
like a
tremes which curse the older nations medicine ever Bince and I feel
new woman. I now weigh 127 pounds
of the world."
o you can see what it has done for ta
In the above will be found one of
My husband says he knows
already.
the reasons that the Canadian Govern your medicine baa saved my life."
ment Is offering 160 acres of land free Mrs, J. S. Barlow. 1624 South 4th St.'
to the actual settler.
There is no Columbus, Ohio.
dearth of homesteads of this size, and
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
the land Is ot the highest quality, becontains just the virtues of roots
ing such as produces yields of from 30 and herbs needed to restore health and
to 60 bushels ot wheat per acre, while strength to the weakened organs of the
oats run from fifty to over hundred body. That is why Mrs. Barlow, a
bushels per acre. It is not only a mat chronic invalid, recovered ao completer?.
ter of free grants, but in Western CanIt paya for women suffering from any
ada are also to be had other lands at female ailments to insist upon having
prices ranging from $12 to $30 per Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
acre, the difference in price being
largely a matter ot location and distance from railway. If one takes into
PARKER'S
.'if
consideration the scarcity of free
'HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of mrffc
grant lands in the United States it Is
Help to rulioM do4r(.
not difficult to understand why there
For Retar twin Color aaavrl
Beauty toCrmy or Fawll Hair.
has been most material advances In
two, ama 9 i.w nt. iTutT'"'.
the price of farm lands.
A few years ago, land that now sells
for two hundred dollars an acre in
Iowa, could have been bought for seventy-five
dollars an acre or less. The
increased price la warranted by the
Nine times in ten when the liver h
increased value of the product raised right
the stomach and bowels are right
on these farms. The lands that today CARTER'S LITTLE
can be had in Western Canada at the
LIVER PILLS
low prices quoted will In a less time
gently but firmly com
than that taken for the Iowa lands to pel a lazy
liver to
Carters
Increase, have a proportionate In- do ita duty.
A
crease. In Nebraska the lands that
Cures Con.
sold for sixteen to twenty dollars per aripation. In.
i i ÍITTLE
acre seven years ago, find a market at di(ebon.
Sick
one hundred and seventy-fivdolía
Headache,
an acre, for the same reason given for and
Diatreaa After Eating,
the Increase In Iowa lands. Values SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
in these two States, as well as in othGenuine must bear Signature
ers that might be mentioned, show
that Western Canada lands are going
at a song at their present prices. In
many cases in Western Canada today,
there are American settlers, who realLOSSES
SURELY
ize this, and are placing a value of BLACK br CuttM'l Blaeklef PREVENTE!
Pint. hem.
priced, fresh. reliable; preferred bv
sixty and seventy dollars an acre on
western itockmen becaue. tnay
where
el her
their improved farms, but would sell
ecleei he.
Write for booklet end teetioaooUla.
It). dote akae. Blaeklef PIMi tt.ee
only because they can purchase unekee. BleeUae Pille 4W
improved land at such a low price that
lie en lruerur. bul Cuttet'a beat.
Trie- euperloritv of Cutler product
due to orer
in another few years they would have rara
of apeclalliliif In naeelaea
ad aeru MI. II
laelet an Cutter'e. If urinbuinahla,
equally as good farms as they left or THE
CUTTÍB LABORATORY,
tutoZ
Bar U
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For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
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Remedy forCtMisITpa-lion- .
Sour SloiiiacfiDiarrhoea,
Worms. Feverishiies urni

A perfect

Loss of Sleep.
Sitiiuilurr
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WESTERN LIBERAL.
OF MANY KINDS

SANDWICHES

CONVENIENT

BROODER COOP FOR CHICKS

.lOUilTAIWEMillES

8ome of Them In the Nature of De
parture From the
Filling Generally Used.
Well-Know-
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8andwlches. Thin altees ot
bread evenly buttered, cut hexagon
shape. Between each two slices place
a layer of neufchatel cheese mixed to
a paste with equal quantities of cream
and salad dressing and covered thickly
with chopped olives.
Fig Sandwiches.
Thin slices Of
bread cut in fancy shapes and buttered, with fig filling between each
two. The fig filling should be prepared
as follows: One-hal- f
pound finely
d
chopped figs,
cupful sugar,
f
cupful of boiling water, add
two tablespoonfuls of lemon Juice. Mix
these ingredients and cook in a double
boiler until thick enough to spread.
Chicken Salad 8andwlches.
Be
tween two thin, oblong slices of bread,
buttered, place a layer of chicken salad on a lettuce leaf. In making chicken salad for sandwiches chop the
chicken and celery muqb. finer than for
ordinary purposes.
Ham Sandwiches. Chop ham very
fine and season with mustard, make
Into a paste with melted butter, spread
between two thin slices ot bread, thinly buttered.
German Sandwiches.
Mix equal
parts of cream cheese and chopped
walnut meats with French dressing.
Spread between thin slices ot bread.
Russian Sandwiches. Stir grated
cheese into mayonnaise and spread between thin crackers.
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Homemade
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Brooder Coop la Inexpensive and Handy.

For elthor freo range or for Intensiva poultry culture the brooder coop
shown herewith will be found very
convenient. It consists of a frame of
any suitable size, preferably three by
six foet and two or two and
f
feot high. At each side Is wire netting
between the framework for about
of the length of the coop. If
desired, glass may be used for part of
the remaining space, as Indicated.
'Preferably, one end should be tight
ao as to afford certain protection In
caee of wet or storm. Tightness may
be secured by using matched lumber
or glass. The coop has no bottom,
but rests directly upon the ground.
The left hand end Is opened, but may
be closed by a door which may either
slide or swing on hinges.
The coop has a double lid; one
one-hal-

two-thir-

RECIPE

I

.
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FOR INSECT POWDER

one-thir-

made of 'matched lumber and secured
by crosspleces as shown. In order to
hold it up a hinged prop may
be placed in the middle. This prop is
long enough to drop down on the outside and lie parallel with the wall
without actually touching the ground.
The second or inner top may be made
to slide in a groove. It consists of a
framework covered at one end with
wire cloth and at the other with burlap or cheese cloth. The advantages
of having a double top are that In
warm weather the fowls can be kepi
comfortable by abundant ventilation
and in cold, wet or otherwise unpleasant weather they may be completely
protected by the solid top. A coop ol
this kind can be used to advantage in
rearing chicks at range, but it Is not
satisfactory for full grown fowls.
MAKING

MONEY

WITH CHICKS

one-hal-

Important Branch of Poultry Business
Has Been Made Possible by Use
of Incubators.

A good homemade Insect powder
can be made by thoroughly mixing
pint of cresol and three-fourtof a pint of gasoline. Add to
this mixture gradually with stirring
just enough plaster of parts to take up
the liquid. For the above amounts
it will take about two and a half
pounds of plaster of parts. Spread out
thin on paper until dry, screen carefully and it Is ready for use. It
strong crude carbolic acid Is available
It can be used Instead of cresol. This

The general use of Incubators has
made It possible and profitable for
many to engage In the day-olchick
trade, which has become an important
branch or the poultry business. This
work may be done in the home in addition to the ordinary routine of du
ties, and is one way a nice income
may be earned.
With proper precautions, hatching
eggs may be safely sent journeys of a
week or ten days' duration, but not so
with baby chicks. At the close of an
Incubator hatch some of the chicks
are one or two days old, and should
not be sent more than a two days'
journey. If properly packed, it is no
cruelty to ship such a distance, for
Just before hatching the chick absorbs
the yolk, which furnishes enough sus
tenance for three or four days, and ad
ditional food given during these first
days of the chick's life is only Injury.
On account of the limited distance
chicks may be shipped, there is scarcely a neighborhood or town where one
or more persons may not profitably
engage in the hatching of chicks.
Many people lack the time and equip
Noodled Ham.
ment for the work, and prefer to fur
Make the noodles by beating one
niah the eggs to be hatched for a
stated sum or buy the chicks out egg with a saltspoon of salt till very
light. Add as much flour as it will re
right
The purchaser must expect to pay quire to make a stiff dough. Roll thin,
a fair price for chicks from reliable cut in narrow strlpB, shake them out,
strains of either
stock or then break or cut in pieces when dry.
from fancy exhibition breeders. Good Put two cupfuls ot them in stewpan,
sturdy chicks may be had for $15 per cover with boiling water and boil ten
100 and upward early in the season. minutes. Chop enough boiled ham to
chicks sell lower for make a large cupful. Butter an earththey are not worth so much for winter en dish, drain noodles and alternate
layers, but may be used for a founda layer of ham and noodles, with ham
for the last layer; beat two eggs, add
tion flock if necessary. Conscien
tious breeders take pleasure in send one cupful of cream or rich milk and
ing out chicks of real value, thus add. pour over top. Cover with layer of
ing to the sum total of the poultry crumbs and dots of butter. Bake a
delicate brown and serve in dish in
Industry.
which it was baked.
CAUTIOUS IN FEEDING BONE
Apple and Honey Pudding.
Four cupfuls raw apple cut in small
May Have Appearance of Being Fresh pieces, two cupfuls bread crumbs, one-hal-f
When Inner Portions Are in State
cupful hot water, two teaspoonfuls
of Decomposition.
butter, two teaspoonfuls cinnamon and
one-hal-f
cupful honey. Put a layer ot
In feeding bone one should be espe.
pudding
apple in a
dally careful. Bone may have all the the
then a layer of crumbs. Mix the
appearances of being fresh when the dish;
honey and hot water. Pour part of this
inner portions and marrow are in an over the crumbs, sprinkle with cinnaadvanced state of decomposition.
mon and dot with a few bits of butter.
The commercial article of beef scrap Fill the dish with alternate layers of
is never above suspicion. When made apples, crumbs, honey, etc., having a
from fresh meat, cooked and stored layer
of crumbs on top. Cover and
properly, beef scrap will keep pure bake 45
minutes. Serve with cream.
and sweet Indefinitely. When spoiled
Magazine.
Mother's
meat is used, the cooking merely arrests decomposition, and such scrap,
Potato Caramel Cake.
when fed to poultry, may cause trou
Cream together two cupfuls granuble. Before feeding beef scrap or
s
cupful ot butter
lated sugar,
beef meal always test each bag. This
yolks four eggs; add one cupful
and
by
taking a small quantity,
is done
cupful
mashed potato and one-hasay half a pint, adding water and boil hot
clove,
teaspoonful
one
ot
each
milk,
tng. If, in boiling, it gives off a wholenutmeg, one cupful
and
cinnamon
some odor, the scrap is a wholesome
grated chocolate, two teaspoonfuls
poultry food. Commercial beet scrap baking powder in two cupfuls flour,
that smells like fertilizer la fertilizer, and last stir In lightly the whites of
and should never be used for poultry eggs and one cupful broken or chipped
food.
English walnuts.
Beef scrap that varies In color and
is full of hard lumps should never be
Hot Fricassee.
fed without testing.
Cut into small pieces the remains
of a roast, either beef, lamb or veal,
GIVE FOWLS VARIED RATION put into a frying pan, dredge thickly
with flour. Season with salt and pep
No Economy In Feeding Just One Kind per, cover with cold water and cook
of Grain Provide Ample Supply
gently. Serve very hot with mashed
of Pure Water.
potatoes. At thlB time of the year
potatoes are much nicer mash id or
There is no economy in feeding scalloped
They go
than boiled.
fowls only one kind of grain, for that farther also.
compels them to eat more than they
should to get a sufficient quantity of
Chill 8alad.
food elements.
Half a green sweet pepper shred
A large part of the egg is water, ded, one whole tomato skinned and
which necessitates providing the lay cut in thin slices, half a large cucum
ers with an ample supply of pure wa- ber peeled and sliced, French dressing
ter. All of the fowls should have with a drop or two of onion Juice.
plenty of pure drinking water also.
Arrange on a lettuce leaf and serve,

En-tire- ly

one-fourt-
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Late-hatche- d

Applying Insect Powder.
powder can be boxed, put In a dry
place and kept for a long period qt
time.
To apply the powder, dust the birds
thoroughly around the vent and In the
fluff under the wings.
This application should be followed by a second
In four to six days to kill the lice or
mites from the unhatched eggs or
"nits' present at the first treatment.

RETURN ALL INFERTILE EGGS
Disappointing to Customer Who Wants
to Get as Many Chicks as PossibleNo Fault of Buyer.

Infertile eggs are very disappointing
to a customer who wants to get as
many chicks as possible out of the
number he buys. Some owners advertise that they will replace all infertile
eggs, while others guarantee a majority hatch.
If the eggs test out infertile after
seven days' incubation, the purchaser
should return them to seller, as evi
dence that they were not fertile, and
receive fresh eggs in exchange. It is
no fault of the buyer if the eggs are
infertile.
PREVENT

DISEASE

IN

FLOCK

Cause of Roup Can Always Be Traced
to Filth of Some Kind Keep
Houses and Yards Clean.
The fundamental cause of roup can
be always traced to filth of some kind,
which may be no fault of the owner.
since the birds may eat putrid food
at neighbor's premises, or when exhibited at some poultry show.
But usually the trouble lies In the
home poultry Quarters, and enpeclal
care should be exercised to keep the
yard free from putrid food an the
house and alt vessels used for feeding
and drinking purposes as clean as pos
sible at all t'mes.

8tart Purebred Flock.
Elaborate preparations and much
expense are not needed to start a
Grit Is Necessary.
Dont forgnt that sharp grit for the purebred flock.- Many a purebred
dens is necessary at all times. Also flock had a beginning in one setting
crushed shell and either charcoal or of eggs of two or three birds. The
coal cindors.
main thing la to start.

well-buttore- d

two-third-
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Spaghetti 8alad.
Take spaghetti, boll In salted water
until tender, then drain after running
through cold water, and some chopped
celery and pimento. Make a dressing,
one tablespoonful lemon juice to three
ot oil with a little salt.
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Ore Shipped From Twelve Claims To
tals 1,200 Tons of Zinc, 150 Tons
of Copper and 120 Lead.

8aya glass of hot water with
phosphate before breakfast
washes out poisons.

May

14 Democratic State Convention
Western Newapaper Union New s Serviré.
at Albuquerque.
June
Teachers' Meeting at East
Silver City, N. M. The Mountain
l.u Veens.
composed of
New Home Zinc Company,
June
Annual Convention
ll
Mexico Hunday School Association James A. McKenna and Charles
t Laa Venae.
July
Cowboys Reunion at La Gearbcart, and others, of Masontown,
Vega.
Pa., have closed a deal on the MounSept. 7
Stat Tennis Tournament at tain Home group of sine mines adHoswell.
Oct. t- joining the Empire Zinc Company's
New Mexico Bankers Association Convention at Grand Canon, mines at Hanover by lease and op
Arts.
tion to I. J. Stauber and others.
A charter has been granted to the There are eleven patented claims in
Gallup Rifle Club.
the group and considerable develop-Lordsburg has started a movement mnt work has been done on them
by the former owners, who, during
to establish a hospital.
A state Sunday school convention the course ot the work, shipped
200 tons of zinc ore, 150 tons of cop
will be held in Las Vegas In June.
per ore and 120 tons lead ore. The
The Portales creamery is now pro new lessees have put to work twenty
duclng 100 gallons ot cream weekly. men and have
already taken out
A new enterprise at Clayton Is s about 200 tons of shipping ore. The
planing mill and sash and door fac- ore Is a
carbonite, besides
tory.
about 25,000 or 30,000 tons of low
The two prisoners who escaped grade ore developed. It is understood
from the jail In East Las Vegas were the price approximated $100,000.
8
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high-grad-
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table-spoonfu- ls

bred-to-la-
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Western Kewnpaper Union New Service.
fOllHn DTíGNTI.

anniversary ot
The ninety-seventthe I. O. O. F. was appropriately observed at Hope.
The Clovis Chamber of Commerce
has been reorganized with Claude MiSOUR BEEF WITH DUMPLINGS ller as president.
Colfax county expects to lead all
Recipe Which Will No Doubt Find eounties of the state in the producFavor With Anyone Who la
tion of milling wheat.
Moved to Try It.
Quay county men are circulating a
petition tor the appointment of
Put three to four pounds of beef county agricultural agent.
(the round is best) in a bowl and
The dividend paid by the Chine
pour over it sufficient vinegar to cover.
Company was $1.25 a share, or a total
24
hours, turning and
Set aside for
basting frequently. Brown two large of ,1,087,475, paid on March 31.
W. E. Mitchell, an ArteBla ranchonions, chopped fine, in two
head ot fat
butter. Place meat in roast- man, sold twenty-fiving pan, pour over it the brown onions steers that averaged $102 per head.
and the vinegar in which it was
The Mora county commissioners
soaked; add a few cloves, a blade of have acted favorably on a petition for
mace and a bit of allspice. Bay leaves the incorporation of the town ot Roy.
and lemon peel may be added if de
Gus Walllck, wanted In Lincoln
sired. When browned and thoroughly county for burglarizing the store and
cooked the liquor should be strained poutofftce
at Ancho, is In jail at Esand thickened either with flour or tancia.
grated ginger snaps.
Sybil Autry was hit in the eye with
Potato Dumplings.
Cream a
piece of butter the size of an egg, add a piece of chalk in school at Portales
yolks of two eggs, half cupful stale and for tome time her sight was
bread crumbs and a cupful of cold threatened.
annual convention
The thirty-thirboiled potatoes; put through the rlcer;
season with salt and nutmeg, and, last- of the Grand Army of the Republic,
ly, add the beaten whites ot the eggs. department of New Mexico, was held
Make into small dumplings and drop In Albuquerque.
into the boiling liquor in which meat
Robert Fleming of the Peñasco sec
was cooked, and boll, closely covered, tion reports that sheep wintered well
for ten minutes.
in that vicinity and a heavy Iamb crop

Mixture of Cresol, Gasoline and Plaster of Paris Will Be Found
Satisfactory.

GRANT COUNTY ZINC PROPERTY

STATE NEWS

Olive
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Is expected.
The Clovis school board has pur
chased a half block In the center of
the city, opposite the court house, for
a high school site.
The Rio Grande Valley Dairy Association, of Las Cruces, field articles
of Incorporation with the State Corporation Commission.
Ira Lane was shot dead at a well
near the Hudson ranch In the Carls
bad country and Charles Lassetter is

e

Several Raiders to Hang May 19.
Doming It took a Luna county
Jury just twenty minutes to find a
verdict of guilty of murder In the

first degree against Juan Rangel,
EubcvIo Rentería, Taurino Garcia,
Jose Rodriguez, Francisco Alsares
and Juan Castillo for their participa
tion in the raid on Columbus, March
9.
Arguments In the case were completed Bhortly before noon and a few
minutes later the Jury filed back into
the courtroom with the verdict They
were sentenced ' to be hanged on
May 19.

It you wake op with a bad taste, bad
breath and tongue Is coated; It your
head is dull or aching; if what you eat
sours and forma gas and acid In stomach, or you are bilious, constipated,
nervous, aallow and can't got feeling
Just light, begin drinking phosphated
hot water. Drink before breakfast, a
glass of real hot water with a tea- spoonful of limestone phosphate in It.
This will flush the poison and toxins
from stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels and cleanse, r wee ten and purify
the entire alimentary tract. Do your
inside bathing immediately upon aris
ing In the morning to wash out of the
system all the previous day's potson-on- s
waste, gases and sour bile before
putting more food into the stomach.
To feel like young folks teel; like
you felt before your blood, nerves and
muscles became loaded with body Im
purities, get from your druggist or
storekeeper a quarter pound of limestone phosphate which is inexpensive
and almost tasteless, except tor a
sourish tinge which Is not unpleasant
Just as soap and hot water act on
the skin, cleansing, sweetening and
freshening, so hot water and limestone phosphate act on the stomach,
liver, kidneys and bowels. Men and
women who are usually constipated,
bilious, headachy or have any stomach
disorder should begin this Inside bathing before breakfast. They are assured they will become real cranks on
,
the subject shortly. Adv.
Alaska Rich In Furs.
sec
Alaska is the great
tion of the United States. It produces about $1,000,000 worth of furs
annually. TbeBO Include all varieties.
from squirrol pelts of an average
value of 8 cents earn to black fox pelts
at from $250 to $1,250 each. The fur
output In 1913 Included 2,600 bear
skins valued at over $33,000 at from
$9 for brown bear skins to $40 for the
grizzly or polar bear. The greatest
fur market of the United States Is at
St. Louis, but of the world is at Lon
don. The war in Europe has cut the
price of Alaska furs about 50 per cent
this year. Some fox pelts bring very
high prices and are much Bought after.
Leslie's.
g

Building Scaffold for Double Hanging.
Silver City. Believing that there is
little likelihood of Governor W. C. Mc
Donald interfering to prevent the
double hanging here May 5 of Lucius
C. Hightower and Pedro Montes, con
xlctcd of murder In the first degree
tnd seiuenctd to pay the death pen
alty for .their crimes, Sheriff Herbert

J. McGiath has begun his preparations
for carrying out the sentence of the
District Court, a Jury in which convicted the condemned men.
Bride and Groom Shot.
Clovis. Julio Gonzales was slight
ly and his wife was perhaps fatall
wounded here by Manuel Zoteytenche,
who shot them with a .38 caliber re
volver. Two bullets entered Mrs. Gonzales body, and it is belloved she will
dio. It is claimed that she was a
former sweetheart ot Zoteytenche, but
that they had become estranged. Recently the woman married Gonzales,
and this is thought to have caused
Zoteytenche to have become enraged.
Requisition

Is Denied,

Silver City. Governor George W.
P. Hunt of Arizona has refused to honor the requisition of Governor W. C.
McDonald of New Mexico for the return to Grant county .for trial of
George F. Gardner, indicted on five
counts alleging embezzlement and on
accused ot the killing.
Fraternal insurance in force In New two counts alleging the obtaining ol
Mexico on December 31 was $15,807, money under false pretenses.
285, or $1,429,474 more than the in
Santa Fé Shakespeare Celebration.
surance in force a year before.
Santa Fé. Tt the Shakespeare
Twenty sorts of fish were found In celebration of the Woman's Club in
rivers near Roswell by a sclentlfio the Palace ot the Governors, Thomas
party from the University ot Colora Condell, a direct descendant ot Wil
do Biology Department.
liam Condolí, to whom the bard ol
The
International Karakul and Avon left a "mourning ring" in his
Ramboulllet Sheep Company, of Beri- will, was presont.
no, filed its charter with the State
Corporation Commission.
New Elevator in Grant County.
Silver City Grant county 1b to
Robert W. Butt of Albuquerque has
been appointed deputy United States lave a grain elevator and flour mill,
marshal by United States Marshal A. it will be located at Cliff in the fertile Gila valley.
H. Hudspeth of Santa Fé.
It is stated that William Hale New Mexico Delegation Uninstructed.
Thompson, the cowboy mayor of ChiAlbuquerque, N. M. New Mexico's
cago, is coming to the Cowboys' Re
lelegation, elected at the state con
union at Las Vegas in July.
tention, will go to the national ReGovernor McDonald has been named publican convention uninstructed. Po
a member of the national committee litical leaders declared, however, that
which will
In the big na- five of the six delegates were for T.
tional military and naval tournament Roosevelt.
The delegates are U. S.
and exposition at Sheepshead Bay, Senator T. B. Catron, U. S. Senator
May 20 to 28.
A. B. Fall, Congressman II. B. Her
J. W. Evans, who lives near Dem- nandez, Dr. J. M. Cunningham of Las
Ing, has presented the Chamber of Vegas, Edward M. Otero of Valencia
Commorce ofMhat placo with an egg county and Eufrasio Gallegos of Un
one ot his Barred Rock hens luid and ion county. They were Instructed to
It Is said the egg measures 7 by 7V4 vote for Charles A. Splcsa, present na
tional committeeman, for committee
inches and weighs a half pound.
Fire that started from sparks from man from New Mexico.
a Colorado & Southern locomotive
New Mexico Mine Output Large.
damaged the Clayton cemetery to the
Fe The total gross mineral
Santa
of
$300.
The fire burned
extent
abut
over 400 acres, destroying grass production in New Mexico in 1915,
buildings, fences and telegraph poles ib shown by the revised figures of the
State Tax Commission was $23,000,-000After the death of Ario Beach at
Eleven counties produced min
Hospital, the prelimi erals. Copper leads with a value of
tho Socorro
nary hearing of Harold Arntzen, who $12.709,000; coal, $5,738,000; gold, $!,
s charged with the murder was con 389,000; coke, $1,201,000; silver, $810,- ;ludcd and the accused man was held 000; zinc, $08,000; lead, $20,000; tungto await the action of the grand Jury sten, $55,000; iron, $110,000.
in the sum of $10,000.
Herbert Fairfax Bishop, living near Want Pay for Property Destroyed.
Faywood, and at present a student at
Columbus. Those who lost their
the School of Mines, has been ap property in the fire the morning of
pointed to Annapolis by Senator Cat
the Villa raid have been greatly en
ron.
.ouraged by lawyers who
ve
Suit for $25,000 damages was filed the Insurance companlosbelircan that
be
in Federal Court at Santa Fé on re
forced to pay.
moval from liooBevelt county by Anne
D. Carter against the A. T. Sc. S. F
Governor Appoints Notaries.
Railway Company.
Santa Fé. Governor McDonald ap
The road leading Into the Red river
district of Colfax and Taos county pointed the following notaries public
which rno been practically closed by William R. Dobson, Kelly; Clemem
snow for the last threo months. Is Hightower, Hondón; Aasa Morton,
Loving ton.
again tpen.

KIDNEY TROUBLE

WEARS YOU OUT
I had Kidney and Stomach trouble for
several years and lost over 40 pounds ia
weight; tried every remedy that I could
and got no relief until I took Swamp-Roo- t.
It gave me quicker relief than
anything that I ever used. I now weigh
185 pounds and am singing the praises
of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
and recommending its use to all who have stomach
kidney
troubles.
and
KespectfuIIy yours,
E. C. MEÑDKNHALL,
McNeil, Arkansas.
Subscribed and sworn to before me. a
Notary Public, this 27th day of March,
WIS.
J. VV. RHEA,
Notary Public.
Prove What Swamp-RoWin Do For Yoa
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
Co.,
Binghamlon, N. V., for a sample size bottle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder. When writing, be sure and mention
t
this paper. Regular
and
size bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.

i

fifty-cen-

one-doll- ar

Improved.

"We're getting better service on
this Une than we used to," remarked
the commuter. "This train has been
on time every day for nearly a month.
Before that she was always from twen
ty to thirty minutes late."
"Yes,"
answered the conductor
"That was when the engineer was
courting that pretty girl at the lunch
counter up the line. They're married
now. and it doesn't take him so long
as It used to."
to say good-by

BAD COMPLEXION MADE GOOD
When All Else Fails, by Cuticura 8oap

and Ointment. Trial Free.
If you are troubled with pimples,
blackheads, redness, roughness. Itching
and burning, which disfigure your complexion and skin, Cuticura Soap and
Ointment will do much to help you.
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Don't Worry.
"Oh, Mr. Robinson, somebody

has
stolen your car."
"That's all right. The thief will
bring It back when he finds out how
much gasoline It takes to run it."
Kill the Flies Now and Prevent
disease. A DAISY FLT KILLER will do hV
Kills thousands. Lasts nil season. Alldea'-Hf- j
or six se-'- t express paid for $1. H. HOMbiUJ,
150 Us Kalb Avo., Brooklyn, N. . Adv.

Suitable.
"I want to sweep the cobwebs from
my brain."
"Why not use a vacuum cleaner?"
Red Cross Bag Bine makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter tbaa snow
All good grocers.
Adv.
Willing to Try.
Bix Can I trust youT
Dix Actions speak lounder
words. Try me with $10.

than
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It is so easy to criticise

one's

neighbor who has gone wrong in
morals, or made a failure in business, and so hard to give credit
for the effect of the influences impelling him to disaster, over which
he has no control, that our criticism of others is often very unMen often say how
charitable.
good they would have been, or
uhat they would have accomplished had they been in the other man's
They do not ston to ask
1'lncc.
why the fellow that was in the oth-

The Desert
The desert lay around ua like a
vast sea, and our truck seemed like
a crippled bark limping across an
interminable ocean. The sea neThe solista of the Lordsburg
ver terrifies me, even in its angri- Harmony Club met Monday night
est moods, but the desert does. The at the home of C. W. Marsalis to
temper of the sea, lashing and go over their parts in the show,
snatching at its intended victims, "The King of Timbuctoo," which is
seems terrible, but almost human soon to be presented. Among those
Neptune's moods are understand- present were two masculine singable. But the desert never moves, ers, one who tries at tenor and
never heaves in anger, merely 'tother at basso. As they were
waits for its prey, and waits, im- 'eaving Neily Marsalis arrived
placable, vindictive and insatiate. Lhome.
Gregory Mason.
"Don't go yet, boys," said Neily.
"I want you to sing something for
Solomon earned quite a reputa- me."
"Oh, Neily, you must excuse us
tion for himself as a wise man
for pretending to know how to do for tonight." was the reply. "It's
justice by threatening to dissect getting late and we night disturb
a baby. We believe that his repu- the neighbors."
tation would suffer somewhat i.
"Aw, never mind the neighbors,"
he were alive today and was called retorted N. M., "they tried to poiupon to divide our four pups among son our dog yesterday."
about twenty persons who have
sued explicit orders to "be sure
Walter Rubesch says that last
and save one of those doga f
week a farmer from up in the Dunme."
can country was attracted into his
store by a nobby display of earOf course nothing is ever done rings.
right under a Democratic presi"I want a pair of earrings, cheap
dent, yet the country, gets along but purty. They're for a present."
exceedingly well. It is better off
"You want something a trifle
than any other country in the 'oud?" interrogated Walter.
world. iNew York World.
"Well, I don't mind if one of
My girl is
them is a bit loud.
deaf in one ear."
Do your fly swatting early!

AEIZOITA

It is said that Irvin S. Cobb formerly drove an ice wagon in Pa
ducah, Ky., his home, llow'd yot
like to be the iceman?

I

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

The Newest Place in Town
KEG DEER ON TAP

I

Lordsburg

Cleaning, Pressing, Altering

I .ii
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Which Do You Prefer?

The wise men of the east who
know how to deal out the money
to the country by keeping their
paws on the safety valve are de

It is important for reasons of health and
practical economy for every housekeeper
to ask herself this question:
" Do I prefer a pure baking powder like
Dr. Price's, made of cream of tartar derived
from grapes, or am I willing to use a baking
powder made of alum or phosphate, both
derived from mineral sources?"
The names of the ingredients printed
on the label show whether the kind you
are now using or any brandy new or old,
that may be offered is a genuine cream
of tartar powder, or merely a phosphate
or alum compound.
There is no alum nor phosphate in

claring that the presidential campaign will not be allowed to butt
in on the finanacial quietude of
our industrial operations this trip.
There is to be no closing down of
factories to scare somebody, and
labor is to (be employed just as
if we had no politics to scare awav
business and bring on hard times.
Yes, young man. the glaciers of
life are hard to climb, and you will
never make the trip without a
guide. The name of the guide is
Work. Tie yourself to him, young
man, and he will pull you through
all right. He is rough and rugged, as all mountaineers are, but
don't despise him on that account.
Don't despise his homely garments,
he is a brave, true hearted fellow
who has led thousands safely
through and will do the same by
you if you will trust him.

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER
MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR
DERIVED FROM GRAPES

YOUR BANK ACCOUNT

Have you a little monev in the
bank? If not, why not? We will
assume, in the first place, that you
haven't. Do vou know that vnn ora
depriving yourself of a feeling of
Kecuriiy mat nothing else in the
world equals? The workingman
With a little bank account, say just
enough to tide him over for a
month or two, isnt afraid of sickness or
He is a
free man, and can look hia employer and every other man in the face
without the fear that without the
favor of that employer or friend
he would be reduced to desperate
straits. The bank account is the
breeder of
of efficiency, of happiness. Rich men
in their palaces, their yachts, and
their automobiles are no freer, no
more independent thaj. the man
with the bank account.
Every
great economist bases his system
of economy on the fundamental
fact that it is not what is made
that is the foundation of fortunes,
but what is saved.
A man has
earned in a year's time, just what'
he has at the end of the year. The
rest has gone for expenses, whe- Ci
ther for necessity or luxuries.
The net savings for the year are
the year's sole earnings. The bank
account, however small, has a way
of making a man of its owner. It
is pretty hard to stand up straight
and defy the world with nothing!
to back up your bluff with two'
or three meals ahead.. It's a ten
to one Let that man who is penni-- 1 ft!
lens and talks about the great
things he can do, is a
Money may be the root'
of all evil.
Certainly it is the
ruui vi goiaen nappiness, of solid
independence, and of character, although you may have only a very
small amount of it.
8
Religion frequently tends to
muke people exclusive. There is
no use becoming so good that one ci
is afraid to associate with his fellows for fear of becoming contaminated. Many of our social ills are
due to the indifference of those
who are too virtuous to take an Ci
active interest in politics.
Si
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E. F. Moran & Co.
Lordsburg, New Mexico

ContractoiG

G-eiiei- al

All Kinds of Brick Work, Cement

Walks, Stacco and Plaster Work

PRICES

TO

.

SUIT THE TIMES

Mullarkev

SaJ
at the Ball Park

WILL IT BE IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST?

Remember, while getting your education
THE NEW MEXICO STATE

at

UNIVERSITY

you are also learning conditions, men, resources
and opportunities, and forming acquaintances
certain to be of value in after life.
Remember, that if you go to an eastern college
you have these lessons to learn and these relations
to form AFTER, and not during college days.
SAVE PRECIOUS TIME AND LABOR AND
GET ROTH AT ONCE.
.

INVLSTICATE

OPPORTUNITY

THE UNIVERSITY
1916-191-

Address

D.

R.

FOR

OF NEW
7

BOYD,

YOU AT

MEXICO

Catalogue Now Ready
President, Albuquerqne, New Mexico

Main

Duncau

OfflCS,
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HOTEL
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Men to sell nurserv
Wanted:
stock. Steady employment. Paid
weekly.
Established forty years.
Ottawa Star Nurseries. Ottawa.
Kansas.
2t
WHERE TO SPEND
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YOUR VACATION

LISTEN TO THE CALL OF
OLD OCEAN, where the joy of living, the charm of health, and the

pleasures of recreation

are all

combined.
Pack your grip and
come to the coast for a few weeks,

during

the hot summer months,

where you can enjoy the fine, bracing and invigorating air of the 8ea

s

n

-L- VJ-iw

i
i

i

shore. The HOTEL NORTHERN, liooeoooeosooeooooocoooooooc
of Los Angeles, a new and modern
fireproof building, elegantly furnished, moderately priced, is situated just two blocks from the electric railway station where trains
leave every few minutes for the
many popular seashore resorts surrounding this city, and close to all
the large department stores, theaters, cafes, etc., which make it a
very Ideal place to stay during your
vacation. The guests at the Hotel
Northern are amongst the most delightful people one could meet, and
the huge lobby offers a common
meeting place for congenial people, and by its social pleasures one
forgets the cares and worries of
business bask home.
Our auto bus meets all trains,
taking you to and from the station
without charge. Free garage and
Keg
parking accommodations for your
automobiles.
Write for folders, rates, reserva
tions.
NORTHERN HOTEL CO..
Los Angeles, California.

oQcoscoooeosccoso90ooox

Always The Best

I

Of What?

1
w

Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY WINES & CIGARS
For the Best
Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

OlIftOsTi

ANNOUNCEMENTS

J.

Under this head, d urinff thp Mm
ing months, before th
will be carried the announcements
oi an who wish to present their
names to the voters at the pri- maries or in the general election in
November
This will, of course,
necessitate the use of the these
columns for from six t.n t n mnnfVia
and at the regular advertising
rates win be worth all that is asked for the service, which for the
ónices will be as follows:
For all County officers, $10.00,

ft

Proprietor

S. BROWN,

Under New Management

115.00
In the event that a write-u- p
is
desired bv a candidate, mnro than
a brief notice written by the editor,

NOTICE FOR PfBUCATlON
Department of the Interior, II. S. ljind Office
Ht I,hs Cruces, N. M., Murch 2i, 1916
Notice is hereby given that James Hnrpcr cf
Red Rock. N. M.. Who, on August 2S,
,un,lc
ucscii uiiiu eniry ino. u.vy. lor NKÍl NFH
Section 11, Township 19 8., Kimiie 19 W N.M.I'!
Meridian, has hlei notice of intention to make
ruiHi inree- - year 1'rool. to i stnli ish
in th
above dcscrilieil, before Kin a V. Htih. U. S, Cr m- missioner. at
V M on Hi Mil, .)....

i

Morniutt Star Saloon

ror an district otticers.

tne candidate or a friend may write
more extensive notices, which will
be charged for at the rate of ien
cents a line.

Ear

xSKsXs)

Large and Juicy Beers
Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses

Ü

1
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1,

Cloned Xj..

Claimant names aft witnesses:
Fred I.eiserillff. Hell (;lasscirk. Tom Dottlf.
A H. Couuer; all of Red Kock. N. M.
J. i,. llL'KNSIDK
April 7 May 5
Reiiister

Consider the importance of getting your college
education in the region where you expect to live
and earn and build, after college days are over.

4

X

of May 1916.

STUDY IT FROM THIS ANGLE

Agency at 85 Mine

Parlors

A Scene

3BJ&.tt

J. L. ALLEN, Proprietor

is-

er shoes did not succeed. If they
did they would often find the man
who went wrong, or who failed,
was entitled to great credit for
standing up so bravely against
forces and burdens that might
have easilv have overthrown his
Kccusers. Sometimes the man who
Two children on the public
fuiled is a greater hero than the
Justice, like charity, begins at school
ground were discussing the
one who wins.
home.
subject of "fibs."
"A fib is the same as a story and
Some men can be led by their inDo you want to run Lordsburg
All men can be led by a story is the same as a lie," said
v. th a vim, or do you want to sit terests.
one.
r vnnd and let neighboring towns their affections.
"Tis not," said the other.
Do you want
tralher the fruit?
"Tis, cause my father said so and
of
One
things
makes
the
that
Bid for it. Do you want
he is a preacher."
business to come to you? Encour-f.:r- e life particularly worth living in
is
of
west
"I don't care if he is. My faabsence
the
the
snobs.
you
try
get
to
whet
have and
ther is working a mining claim
more. Do you want a prosperous
We take it that the "Birth of a and he knows more about lying
town?
Then never permit jealthan your father does."
ousies and greed to rule your ac- Nation" was no twilight sleep.
tions, but work together for the
common
propserity and mutual
t
iJTiliaUi'Xii"
rrr"
benefit.

.

All in a day's work:
Doctor : "How is your wife feeling now?"
Husband:
"Oh, she complains
of feeling better."

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Lai Cruce, N. M., April 22, 1916.
Notice U hereby given that Human Arnold,
of Anima N. M., who on October 18. 1916,
made homeatead entry No. 011791 for 8V
Section 17, Township 27 S., Range 19 W., N.
M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof to establish
claim to the land above described, before A. B.
Ward, U. 8. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M.,
on the 7th day of June, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William W. Jones, John F. burns. Robert L.
Dupuy. William E. Stivers, all of Animas, N.

FREE AUTO BUS
MEETS ALU TRAINS

John L. Burnside. Register.
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HOTSL INDORIIO B)(
V. W. C. A.
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$100

WHEItffllOSANGELES
STOP teNEW;
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OUTSIDE ROOMS

50 WITH. BATH
rZO W.t2nd sx;near hiut
NOBTHEPW MOTEL CO.; PROP.
RANKL CRAMPTON, MOR.
BATC5 l' 00 PR 0AY.sUP

$100

The readora of th a jihiht villi be i leaned to
learn that tlivre la at irmt one
it hub k
bt't-tliut aWttitee b
able to curt la mil I ta
aiajrea, and that la 1'aiaiTb. lli.U'a tat trrfa Ture
la tbe only pualtlvp enn imw kuonn U the dhhI-lrfraternity. Catarrh twin a coiiKtltiittonal
m
dtM.?NB, rehuir
treatment.
contItut.onal
Kalla Cittarrb Cure la takea internally, avtlng
EL PiVSO, TEXAS
,
directly uiou the bluod ami muitjin aurfarea of
) átela, thereby dcatroylny th
th
foundation
of the dUeaaa, and rItIiik the patient atrenicib
CBters particularly to tlLnng ai d Cattlemen and their families.
by building up the rontUuMD and asulMliig naBuffet for men will seat
tura In doing Ita work. The proprietor liava Ladies' dinning room will afjat one h undred persona
ao mm-fwltn In Ita curativo power that they sixty persons.
Eleven private dining' rooms for banquets and private dinners,
offer Ona Hundred Dallara for any raae that it will seat ninety persons.
.
,
falla to cure, bend fur list of testimoníala.
AddrtM i J. CHENEY
CO., Tuledo, O.
THIS IS THE BIGGEST IITTLE HOTE ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL
Bold by all Drugftlats, 75c.
Take llall a t amil rilla (or coojtlpaUoo.

THE: NEW ZEIGER

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
PUBLIC LAND SALE.

Protect Yourself and Family
With Insurant In

A menean

NatT Insurance Co.

Of Galrcatnn,

Tnu

nguiria to Bui

Address

Office ol tlie Commissioner
State of New Mexico.

82, Lordnburf

Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 10, VH6.
Notice it hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions ol an Act ol Conarrss approved June m, 1010, the laws ol the Stale
of New Mexico, and the rule
and rrfiula-tionof the
State
Land
Oilier,
the
Commissioner
ol Public Lands will offer
at Public Sale, to the
highest
3
bidder,
at
M.,
on
o'clock
P.
Saturday, June 17,
in the town ol Silver
City, County ol (.rant, State ol New Mrxico,
in front o the court house therein, the
described tract ol land, via.:

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE
Leaves Lordsbuny Wprlnpq- day and Saturday mornings
with mail, bpecial attention
piven to passenger service,
to and from Uedrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.
Leave calls at Postoffice

1

'y

.

Meeting
R. D.

A.

rpX.

Hfjta the

K.K.

.

At.

A. M.

Oilr' Itiuasdar nirbt of

ü. I'. Wells,
Jefki's, Secretary

J.

W. M.

T,.

WOODMEN OF WORLD
Meet

CAMP No. SS
& 4th Saturday nigh tal tk
K. of P. HALL
IC. M. Flahcr, C. C.
B. M. KrynolUa Clark

erery 2nd

Z- -

31, 32, 33, 34, 35, T. 21S., R.
4, S'NK!4, Si'jNWtf, SW'X,
SWMSKH,
Sec. 1, All See. 30, All
Sec. 31, f.'j, NWüSWJÍ.
WCjNWX.
SK.NWK Sec. 34, T. 21S., R. WW., All ol
Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, I.ots 1, 2, 3, 4, S'jNF.'-i- ,
Sec. 5, All of Sections 6, 7,
SK:,NW,
i. V, 10, 11, 17, 1, 21), 21, at, NhH, S'j Sec. 29,
All Sec. JO T. 2JS., R. 1'W., All of Sections
1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, lit, S'S
19,
Sec.
Sec. 22, N',NWW,
N;,, SEtf,

t'Wi
Si

NMNEtf,

Sec. 23, Wy,
Ml ol Sec. 26, Y.', Sec.
Jl, 32, T. 22S., R. W.,
. 5, 8, 9, 10, N;4 Sec.

Ledge No. 30.
1

' All of
Sections
1'W., Lota 12, 3,

SK"4KK,

Invite.

Smttw, 0 C.

J.J. klwiM,

Urdskrg

i

crania.

.

evert-Tun-

Visiting brothers

V

f

23.

Fyramid Lodge No.

ol Public Lantli,

O. O. 3T.

LORDSBUKO LODGE No. 60
Mnndny nlirht at 8 o'olook
Meota every
viaitliia-- Drcvhera invitad to aMend

SF.tf,
NWtfSWX,
Sec. 24, Wyi Sec. 25,
All of Sections 30,
All ol Sections 1, 2, 3,
12, W'5 Sec. 14, All ol
27.

Sections 15, 16, 17. 21, 22, NWJ4, SJ4 Sec. 2.1,
S;2 Sec. 24, All of Sec. 25, T. 22S., R. 21W
containing 40,469.28 acres. The improvements
on this land consist of two wella and windmills, value $1120. No bid will be accepted
lor less than three dollars ($3.00) per acre.
The above aale of lands will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, vir.:
The successlul bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
holding
such
sale,
the
of
by
prices offered
him
for the
land;
4
per cent
for
interest in advance
the balance of such purchase prices; the
fees for advertising and appraisement
and
all costs incidental to the sale herein, and
each and all of said amounts, must be deposited in cash or certiiied exchange at the
time of aale, and which said amounts and aW
of them are subject
to. forfeiture to
the
State of New Mexico if the successful bidders do not execute a contract within thirty
days after it has been mailed to them by
the State Land Office, said contract to provide for the payment of the balances of the
purchase prices of said tracts of land in thirty
equal, annual installments, with interest on all
deterred payments at the rate of four per
cent per annum, in advance, payments and
interest due on October 1st of each year,
and such other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms as may be required by

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of New Mexico.
'
First Publication March 17, 10(4,
Last Publication May 2b. 1''16.

ATrUCATtoV RPRIAt. NO. Oir0
on ura aialas
uttice, Laa Cruces, New
Mexico. March JB, 19fi.
Notice is hereby given that W. II. Small and
W. P. Smith, of Lordnhunr. Grant County
New Mexico, have made appliration for a
mineral patent to the GOOD NIGHT Lode
Mining Claim, Sur. No. 1876, situate in VirMIVtfHAT.

ginia Mining District, County of Grant and
State of New Mexico, covering along he
lode and vein of same from tha discovery
point N. 67 degrees.. 11 minute E. 1278.(8 ft,
and S. 87 deg. 11 min. W. 218 ft., and located
In S'i NWV4 of Sec 13, and SK
NE'i
see. 14, T. zx 8., K. 1 W., N. M. P. M.,
and described as folic ws:
Beginning at
Cor. No. 1, a phorphry rock 8 a 6 x 28 Ins.,
set 18 Ins. In the ground, with mound of
stone chiseled
whenea the Vi Bee.
Cor. between Sees. 18 and 14. T. 28 8., R.
19 W.. N. M. P. M.. bears 8. 62 dog. 03
mln. W. 77.8 ft. ; thence N 41 deg. 89 min.
W. 474.62 ft to Cor No. 8, thence N. 61
dog. 64 min. E. 1452.10 ft.
to Cor. No. 8
thence 8. 41 deg. 89 min. E. 299.92 ft to
Cor. No. 4 ; thence S. 18 deg. 05 mln. E. 800.8
ft to Cor. No. 5: thence 8. 67 deg. 12 mln.
W. 1864.76 ft to Cor. No. 1, the place of
brginnning.
Containing 17.207 aeree, after
excluding .038 aerea in conflict with the Jim
Crow Lode, Sua No. 1619.
Variation at all
corners 28 min. E. Adjoining and conflicting
claims, as shown by the plat of survey, are:
Rockhart
Lode. Sur. No. 1608, and Royal
Lode, Sur. No. 1608. on the East: Jim Crow
Lode, Sur. No. 1619, on the North; and Excelsior Lode, Sur. No. 1612, extending across
Eastern portion of said claim.
No other
adjoinnig or conflicting claims known.
The notice of orgh-.a- l
location of this
claim is of record in the office of the County
llerx of tirant County New Mexico, in Book
28 of Mining Locations, at Page 848,
John L. Bumside, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, United States Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M April 11. 1916.
Notice is hereby given that Catharine Nel
son, of Animas, N. M., who, on March 7, 1913,
made homestead entry No. 08144 for NVj SEVi ;
SWy SEV, ; NL' SVVV, Section 17. Township
30 S., Range 20 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
law.
filed notice
The Commissioner of Public Lands of New year proof, toof intention to make final three
establUh claim to the land above
Mexico, or his agent holding such sale, redescribed,
before A. B. Ward, U. 8 Commisserves the right to reject any and all bids
day of
offered at said sale. Possession under con- sioner, at Animas, N. M., on the 26
tracts of sale for the above described tract May 1916.
will be given on or before October 1, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Witness my hand and the official seal of
Preston L. Ward. Kittie L.
the State Land Office this 10th day of March, Isaacs, Holmes Maddox, all of Ward. James N.
Animas, N. M.
A. D. 1916.
Apr
John L. Burnaide, Register.

S. K. Oass, NoMe Grand
J. H. Clakk, Secretary

NEW

Children Cry for Fletcher's

LOCATION

The Lords burg Dairy
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FIRST"

"SANITATION

irvvi

at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
Now

and 85 Mine.

The Kind You nave Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and
been made under his per-jsrf
, 8onalhas
supervision since its Infancy.
LZjCtt??1-ss.
Allow no one to deeeive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-goo- d
' are but
Ixperimcnts that trifio with and endanger the health
of
Infants and Children Experience against Experiment.

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

I

LYMAN H. HAYS

What is CASTOR IA

7

S Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona
Practice in Public Lands and g
Mining Law a Specialty.
t
j

Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, props and Soothing Syrnps. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys "Worms
and allays Fcvcrishness. For more than thirty years It
has been in constant use ' for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, "Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.

Lordsburg Cafes

GENUINE

St. Elmo Cafe
W. M. MEANEY,

CASTOR I A
)

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

XL

Prop.

ADVICE TO
IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT

FREE ISOOKS

THREE OUT FOR TREASURER
Political dope handed out from
the county seat la to the effect that
Dean Alexander, Theodore W.
Carter and Sam Agee are all out
for county treasurer on the Democratic ticket. All are efficient men
for the positionMr. Alexander
is especially qualified for the position, being a young man, energetic and capable. He is at present deputy in the treasurer's office. Mr. Carter is a well known
mining engineer and Mr. Agee a
popular Silver City druggist.
-

I

BIG SHOW SATURDAY

NIGHT

At the Star Theater, on Saturday, May 6, the management will
offer what should attract mor
than passing interest. The Nash-vill- o
Students and Jubile Singers, who have been known from
coast to coast for more than a
score of years, and who have played Lordsburg several times. The
company is the oldest colored or
ganization now traveling and have
been favorites for many years.
They come, so it is said, with one
pf the best small bands that has
iwen heard locally.
The minstrel
performance will also be featured
with Coy Herndon, the great colored hoop roller, who has few
rivals in the ranks of that form oí
entertainment. The band will par
ade at noon and will give a convert at night in front of the theater.

Government Stands Rcndy to supply Homesteaders, Miners
And Others
request
At the
of a large number
of persona the Liberal is republishing the following list of free
government books for miners,
homesteaders, desert
claimants STICKERS FOR ALL TURPOSES
and those contemplating taking up
Despite the high price of paper
government land:
the Western Liberal has contract-ifor gummed stickers at prices
(By Local U. S. Commissioner!
lower than those before the war.
That the United States gover
Designs for garages, insurance
ment stands ready to help j.
firms, hotels, drug stores, and
public land homesteader m
line of business using stick-ir- s
lightening him on the fine points
can be supplied at this office. MINING
of the law and in aiding those
PROPERTY FOR SALE
not holding government land to IVrite for samples or call and seFive developed silver and gold
designs.
low
as
Prices
as
3000
for
make their selection, is clearly eviclaims. Mill,
corrals
dent bv the ntimprmm fraa nnhli. n.
etc. Mines have produced over
Trade at home.
cations that may be had upon ap
$100,000.
Will sell claims and
plication to the Commissioner at
surface improvements for $7,000.
the General Land Offir YViiuhino-- . ' NEW
Enquire of F. V. Bush.
LOCATION NOTICES
ton, D. C.
The
Western
Liberal
just
has
Every point of the homestead, gotten
off the press a new ediASSAYING
desert land, contest and other laws tion
of mining location notices,
is brought out in a way easily unCopper,
gold
and silver assays,
to the old form that was
derstood by the layman in var- according
$1.00. Accurate work. Returns in
o popular with the people her
ious free booklets which are avail24
hours. Modern laboratory.
able to any person making applica- but which was replaced by the new Leave samples at Western Liberal
ago.
some
form
time
The
form
tion for them.
nn nnou.
office.
tions of government land is disap just issues describes1, thoroughly
in a complete but brief
pearing at a rapiü rate and will the claim,and
CATTLE RANCH WANTED
is one which any perdoubtless soon be abolished by the manner,
son can understand.
Responsible parties would buy
United States.
Following is given a brief list
stocked cattle ranch up to $100,000
Of the more
value. Must be good range and
imnnrtnnt.
FOR SALE
nnhlino.
Address replies to Westtions, a summary and the booklet
20 High Grade two year old Dur- stock.
ern Liberal.
numoer:
price
Bulls,
once,
ham
at
taken
if
Vacant Lands CCirrnlnr A9ft
iving a statement of public lands. $85.00. These bulls have been cakRanch for Rent: For sheep or
surveyea ana unsurveyed, in states, ed on the grass through the win- goats. 1 2 miles west of Lordsburg.
land districts, and counties.
ter and are in fine condition. Ad- Water. Improvements. Early rain.
Enquire at Liberal.
dress J. W. Gillespie, Hillsboro, N.
Circular 414, "Suggestions to M.
BOOST YOVR OWN TOWN
s
Homesteaders and Persons Desiring to Make Homestead Entries."
One of the most important and valuable books ever issued by the
government, giving the laws of residence, cultivation, who may make
entries, commutation, final proof V 7nrX
sTsaeILJr"
and all new homestead laws. This
YOU
CAN'T
publication should be obtained by
ávery homesteader.
V
Three year Law (No. 278) Simi- on lumber,
lar to Circular No. 414, but dealing
more with the three year law and
unci ma- - j llME vmilKiaii
cultivation of homesteads.
t t,-2
f V
f I I
Soldiers' and Sailors' homestead sons
rights are given in circular 302.
The cutting of timber by entry-me- n are
the
is explained in Circular 306.
Commutation proof (325).
In very lowest for this
.í i
Ti
termarriage
of
Homesteaders
d

ev-r- y

-

bunk-hous-

e,

"

1--

iff

-

prices

wui

PRI PES

II

materials

P

-"

IS

positively

i

Mir

(330).

The points of law in the matter
of Second Homestead Entries are
clearly set forth in Circular 345.

e
Enlarged or
homesteads
and how they are obtained are explained in circular, 94. Circulars
401 and 402 tell of the petitions for
designation and additional entries
after final proof has been made..
National forest homesteads and
how obtained, qualifications, selections, etc., are given in Circular
320-acr-

No. 2C3.

Desert land entries with statutes
and regulations are available ir.
Circulars 308 and 383. These booklets also explain relief to desert
land entrymen.
Reclamation is told of in the
"General Reclamation Circular of
Sept. 6, 1913."
Timber and stone laws are giv
en in Circular 289.
State land selections are given in
Circular 128 and Circular of June

i

I

territory. Why? Be
cause we buy in great

wholesale quantities and V
can give you the very cheapest
figures and still make our profit
V

on a
is

large number of orders. That

our way of doins business.

I
I

.';

....

V

It has

made us successful.
And don't forset
that we deal onlv in best vrade materials.

W. F.

RITTER, Lordsburg, New Mexico

Real Estate

Insurance

23, 1910.

REGULAR

DINNER

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought

We give a first class regular
Dinner Wery day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

convinced.

HHHHHHMH3S9

trial and be

You Need a Tonic

Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg,

N. M.
--

1

Mine Machinery
HOISTS, mining, milling
power machinery at prices
will surprise you.

1

rM H

CO.

El Paso, Texa

VW WW WV WWW

WW WW WW WW WW WW?

W. M. RENTLEY.

I

Val
3

Services

püüüBuick Touring Car

i

Proprietor

ANY PLACE ANY TIME
Reasonable Rates

..

.

Careful Drivers

.WW WW WW WW WWWW JWWWW WW WWWW WW W

)

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

The Woman's Tonic

Write Ua For Price

Durango Street,

;

Nesch's Butter Crust Bread
--

our guarantee.

115

14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

that

test

WRECKING

Morningstar & Augustine

l

and

every machine that
We
leaves our shop, and cover it with

SOUTHWESTERN

There are times in every woman's life when she
needs a tonic to help her over the hard places.
When that lime comes to you, you know what tonic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui js composed of purely vegetable ingredients, which act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly organs,
and helps build them back to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its past half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking

Contest information is given in
the circular, "Rules of Practice,
Reprint of November, 1915."
Circular 433 tells of Oil, phos
phate and other mineral entries.
Rights of way over government
lands are explained in a circu'
lar by that name reprinted, Octo
ber, 1915.
Mining Laws
Circular 430, printed August 6,
1915, gives the United States mining laws and regulations thereunder. It is a most valuable booklet.
With the above selection, with
numerous amendments, there is no
reason why the public cannot be
posted on the public land and mineral laws of the United States.

BEST

Miss Amelia Wilson, R. F. D. No. 4, Alma, Ark.,
says: "I think Cardui is the greatest medicine on earth,
for women. Before 1 began to take Cardui, I was
so weak and nervous, and had such awful dizzy
spells and a poor appetite. Now I feel as well and
as strong as I ever did, and can eat most anything."
begin taking Cardui today, bold by all dealers.

RHTTHTT1THTT i,

.Law,

jl 2.A

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery
M

Our Guarantee Protects You.

y'syars'

.y

Every Loaf Wrapped

EARTH

.
Where Quality, Service and ftatisf action are guaranteed. Headquarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
p
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
"
We Have the Business;
we Want YOUR Business
,

Has Helped Thousands.
v
sy.--

ON

Lordsburg Material in Action

Paul Nesch, Proprietor

Orders Solicited

Out-of-To-

Thoi íe 38

'

'
G. E.

Haltom. Manager

WESTERN LIBERAL.

WASTE PRODUCTS

The residua after those oils are
shows on analysis Ingredients
that may make It a practical cattle
feed similar to llseed cake.
"The fixed oil Is the most important
of cherry pits. It has
golden yellow color and a pleasant
utllke taste and odor. In character
It Is so closely related to Imported almond oil that It Is believed to pos
sess similar possibilities In the com
mercial manufacturo of drugs, oils

based on the current prices for the
very similar imported
oil, would be In the celghborhood of

nHrA
4 8. OH

bitter-almon-

154.000.

NOTICIAS DEL
. ESTADO

W.

A

A.
H

HUWlt.ps r.cMnn .
M'lN
roniddnt.
lit.

A M

FOOAH W. KATSFH. Canhlfr
WAI1KH M. IHITI.KH.
U. T, MOUltH Ant. Caabler

Al. UM

A

L. TUOLKY.

TI1K- -

First National Bank

"The press cake left after both fixed
and volatile oils have been removed,
Is believed
to ' contain substances
which may make it a desirable stock
De Interés para toda la gent
food.
Its most Important constitude Nuevo Mexico.
HAY DE UTILIZED
UAMTAL AND BVBPLtl
ents, as shown by analysis, are lat.
.so,
ncrosiTs
compounds,
nitrogen
protein, including
fifirvlca.
Nownpaper
WflMtern
Union
Nwa
carbohydrates.
and sugar and other
'
Nuevo Mexico.
The protein amounts to 30 per cent
Cherry Pits, Now Source of An- and soap.
4 per cent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
cam
pits
"If
and in this the cake comparea favoruna
the
of
all
empezado
domestic
cherries.
Lordsburg
ha
Correspondence
who oonietuplare opening Initial or additional
Is Invited from thn
noyance, Can Be Made to
now thrown away at canneries, and ably with other stock foods. If cherry paña para establecer un hospital.
aououula la Kl Ifmto.
be
to
practice
proves
in
Imported
pits
meal
the
kernel
from
cher
extracted
Oils.
Yield Valuable
La lechería de Portales está ahora
ries, were processed in this way It Is as good for feed as the laboratory produciendo 100. galones da nata por
acknowledged.
Deposits
promptly
by
made
mail
are
320,annual
the
Indicate,
would
yield
analysis
estimated that they would
semana.
00ft pounds of fixed oil. worth In the value of thU product would be about
La cámara de comercio de Clovls
KEW INDUSTRY IS POSSIBLE
elghborhood
of twenty cents a 112.000.
fué reorganizada con Claude Miller de
pound. The best quality of this fixed
Much Juice Is Wasted.
oil is extracted from the kernels In
"The 105.000 gallons of cherry Juice presidente.
Una convención de estado de escu
phells
hydraulic
presses.
each year In the canneries, the
of
wasted
the
The
Specialist In U. 8. Department of
pits are first cracked In a mill and the experiments show, would, if collected ela del domingo tendrá lugar en, Las
Declare Alto That
uncrushed kernels separated out with and treated, produce 85,000 gallons of Vegas en Junio.
Gallons of Juice Now
large quantity of
levea. The oil Is then pressed out desirable Jelly or
aniversario
El nonagésimo-septlmThrown Away May Be
from the meats. In a laboratory ex table sirup, or could be mcde to fer- de los L O. O. F. se observó dignaConverted Into Jelly
experiment the kernels yielded 21 per ment and produce alcohol. In the
mente en Hope.
and Sirup.
cent of Bred oil under a pressure of periments a cherry Jelly, bright red In
Los dos prisioneros qua se escapa
was
750 pounds to the square Inch. On color and with a fruity odor,
ron de la Jaula en East Las Vegas
cherry
the
C.
concentrating
D.
scale,
however,
hundred
with
by
Sixteen
commercial
Washington.
made
fueron recapturados.
ton of cherry pits, now a sourco of presses equipped for heating the ker- Juice with cane sugar, in a vacuum.
Una nueva empresa en Clayton es
was
then
annoyance and eiprnse to canneries, nels under pressure. It is believed that A small amount of gelatin
un cepillo mecánico y una fábrica de
can be made to yield two valuable oils 30 per cent or more can be obtained. added and the mixture allowed to puertas y marcos
de ventana.
and alflo a meal fur feeding cattle, ac- The oil also can be obtained by grind- cool. Other processes in which the
El condado de Colfax espera estar
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories
cording to specialists of the United ing the pits and extracting by means concentrated Juice is heated with
la cabeza de todos los condados del
pectin or fruits rich In pectin, the
States department of agriculture. In of solvents.
Volatile Oil 8econd Product.
At All Times
Investigators believe might produce estado en la producción de trigo para
addition. 105.000 gallons of cherry
el molino.
The volatile oil, the second product. even better results.
Juice now wasted In seeding cherries
"The Juice also could be made into
can be turned Into desirable Jelly and remains In the pressed cake after the
El dividendo pagado por la Chino
sirup, or even Into alcohol. A saving fixed oil baa been extracted by pres some 21.000 gallons of an agreeably Company fué de $1.25 por acción, o
from sure or by solvents. The volatile oil flavored table sirup by neutralizing soa un total de $1,087,475, pagado el
of these valuable
cherry canning may make possible the Is then secured by chemical means the acid in the filtered Juice with milk 31 de marzo.
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
domestic manufacture of substitutes and distillation. In the experiments of lime and concentrating it by evapLos habitantes del condado de
tor almond oil and bitter almond oil. tLe oil was obtained at the rate of oration and then, settling or filtering Quay están circulando una petición
And Silver City. Save Time And Money
now Imported, and at the same time nearly one pound for every 100 pounds out the lime compounds.
para el nombramiento de un agente
"The cherry Juice, if fermented by agrícola de condado.
establish a new Industry in the cherry of residue treated. It Is estimated
packing districts of the North Atlan- that 6,000 pounds of this volatile oil the addition of yeast and then disSe dice que William Hale Thomp
tic. North Central and Western stales. could be obtained If all the cherry tilled, can be made to yield 36 per son,
el alcalde cowboy de Chicago, V VVVA VVVVVVVVA'VVV'VVVV'VVVVV
or
about
nlcohol
pits
of
absolute
could
be
cent
not
canneries
handled
at
have
however,
specialists,
The
a la reunión de Cowboys en
asistirá
gallons."
5,000
of
used.
value
The
this
point
a
yet carried their work to
Las Vegas en Julio.
where they can say that the convertMake Your Headquarters at the
Sybil Autry recibió un golpe en el
ing of this Juice and the cherry pita
con un pedazo de tiza en la escuwould be a profitable side Industry for
MAGNET FOR BOOTLEGGERS ojo
ela en Portales y por algún tiempo se
the ordinary or smaller cannery. In ARMY
temió por su vista.
cases where a number of earners are
operating within a reasonable distance
convención an
La trlgésima-terciof ono another, the specialists, howdozens of suitcases have been con- ual del Gran Ejército de la República,
Busy
Liquor
of
Dispensers
llicit
ever, believe that the waste products
fiscated In a like manner. Columbus
departamento de Nuevo Méjico, se
could be sent to a central
in Dry Territory Along Mexis strewn with broken bottles their tuvo en Albuquerque.
or other plant at small cost and there
contents having wetted an arid desLa International Karakul and Rara- ican Border.
utilized to advantage. Studies, howert.
bouillet Sheep Company, de Berino,
ever, are being carried on to deterpresentó su cédula & la Comisión de
mine whether menns cannot be deMISS KATHERINE BROWNE
Corporaciones
de estado.
Steam Heat. Hot, and Cold Water. Electric 1 ljfhts.
vised for making these waste products PEGLEG WALKING BARROOM
Ira Lane recibió un tiro mortal en
Plil VATE BATHS. REASONABLE KATES
profitable also when bandied on a
un pozo cerca del rancho de Hudson
small scale.
en el país de Carlsbad y se acusa
Some time ago there was similar Indel crimen & Charles Lasseter.
vestigation of the use of peach and Cook With Troopers at Columbus Ped
dlea Refreshments From His Oaken
apricot pits for making oils and
Los administradores del condado
Limb Until Officers Discovered
meal, and a commercial enterprise
de Mora han expresado su apoyo en
has been established In California for
Source of Supply.
cuanto & una petición para la incor
dealing with these products. The deporación de la población de Roy.
partment has published a bulletin on
Columbus. N. M. Everywhere that
Gus Walllck, requerido de la policía
Va-ithis subject and also one dealing with the broad trail of the army leads, the
en el condado do Lincoln por robar la
seed
from
Par
of
parallels.
raisin
"bootlegger"
the utilization
trail of the
tienda y casa de correos de Ancho,
the seeded raisin industry. It was ticularly if the route of the troopencarcelado en Estancia.
está
Ifound that many tons of raisin seed ers lies through dry territory, the
W. Butt de Albuquerque fué
Robert
bad considerable fruit adhering to llicit dispenser of the draft that
nombrado de diputado alguacil de loa
them which could readily be turned Bometlmes cheers is a hanger-on;
Contractor, Builder, Estimator
Estados Unidos por el alguacil fed'
into a very desirable raisin sirup for And he has a million and one ways
eral A. II. Hudpeth de Santa Fé.
the use of confectioners and others. to evade the regulations.
;
and Estimating Free
W. E. Mitchell, un ranchero de
After this pulp had been used It was
Tho bootlegger arrived In Columbus
Artesta, vendió veinticinco cabezas
found that an oil useful In the arts about ten seconds after Uncle Sams
protitably be pressed from the soldier boys
de bueyes novillos gordos que traje
Mining Timbers Framed. Mining Wedges made and Sold
He did a protilablo
ron el promedio de $102 cada uno.
seed, and experiments are under way business, especially around pay day.
to determine whether the crushed Some of the troopers, disgruntled be
Robert Fleming de la sección de
"Work
seed could not be used to advantage cause they were forced to remain here
.1 ,
Peñasco reporta que las ovejas pasa
V
,
In feeding stock.
ron bien el verano en esa vecindad
inactive while their mates were play
The following description of these tug hlde-anse espera una buena cria de carneros
seek with Villa in the
'
.
.
products, and methods which have sund dunes, were Intent on drowning
Una queja legal para $25,000 de
been developed for making them, are their sorrows. Others celebrated their
daños fué presentada en la corte fed'
ARTHUR W. H0UCK
taken from professional paper 350. good fortune when they were ordered
'1Chemist
eral en Santa Fé por Anne D. Carter
Assayer
and
The Utilization of Cherry
-2
Assayer and Chemist
to cross the line.
en contra de la Compañía del ferro
by Krank ftabak. chemical
Miss Browne is the daughter of Con carril de A. T. & S. F.
lifts.
"Pegleg" is. or was. a cook for the
Agent, for Ore Shippers
CAMERON
W.
GEORGE
Industry
biologist, bureau of plant
civilian employees of the quartermas gressman Edward E. Browne of Wis
at the Douglas Smelters.
J. W. Evans, que vive cerca de
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a
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is
student
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at
comes
Fixed Oil From Cherry Pita.
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BMELTKU.
"The kernel of the pit. as long has from bis portslde limb, which is of versity of Wisconsin.
KL PASO
érelo de esa un huevo de sus gal'inas
Box 392
355 10th St
been known, contains a considerable sturdy oak. After the troops arrived.
T.
SOS Smn Francia
Ftio, Tu,
t.
de la raza Barred Rock que mide 3
DOUGLAS. ARIZONA.
Investigations re- Pegleg seemed always to be In the CO-Equantity of oil.
BOX
48
U.
P.
GOWNS ARE CENSORED por 7 pulgadas y pesa media libra
cently conducted show that the oily mood that can come only from looking
Los promoters de Las Vegas están
constituents of the kernel cau be con on the wir.e when It Is red. And he
Girl- - Sent Home From Dances
haciendo sus esfuerzos para conseverted Into a fixed oil much like al- became surprisingly prosperous. His Some
Terrell & Black
Top
Low
Too
or
at
Frocks Are
guir á Jack Torres para una partida
mond oil. and a volatile oil practically condition drew the suspicion of the
A.
W.
Moríiingstar,
Too High at Bottom.
LAWYERS
con algún otro buen hombre al mo
Identical with oil of bitter almonds. army authorltiea.
BILTEE 0ITT
NEW MEXI0O
mento en que se reunirán los Cow
Lieut. Austin M. Pardee of the
AT
LAW
ATTORNEY
Bloomlngton, Ind. The Indiana unl boys.
Will be at Lordsburg at the office of
Twentieth Infantry, detailed as a pro versity authorities bave established
LORDSBURG,
C. W Marsalls, on the first and third
RESCUES INSANE MAN
vost marshal, decided that Pegleg censorship of clothes worn by the co
El "especial sufragista," que pasó
MíW MÜ.XICO.
SATURDAY tif each mouth for the
watching.
would bear
por Las Vegas, tenia veintitrés seño
eds."
oovenlence of clients
After several hours of watenful
The censorship Is in charge of Miss ras á bordo, todas descendientes de
waiting be saw two troopers slide up Ruby C. E. Mason, dean of women heroes revolucinonistas, que tienen
MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE
to Pegleg's tent and in distinctly audi- who is attending all dances and in roja sangre de peleadores en las
Southern Puclflo nod AnInsurance
ble tonea bid Pegleg to "set out the Erecting the frccks and gowns.
A New Mmioo Hailrumln. durfeon to
If vegas.
ion
Pegleg was complying
Joy Juice."
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not
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do
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Col
condados
de
de
three.
and style, the wearers are sent back fax y Taos, que ha sido casi cerrado
HOME, PALETINE
"1 won't go!" declared Pegleg, and
to their rooms for a change of attire por las nieves de los últimos tres
Your
Business Solicited
promptly lay down.
This has happened to several young meses, está de nuevo abierto al
"Gel two men to carry him." sug women recently. The censorship is
tráfico.
gested a sergeant.
established because of the loyalty of
Custom
Office
I.a delegación de Nuevo Méjico,
"
"Get r.othlng." decided Lieutenant the Indiana
to the prevailing
Acifl
his
off
elegida
fellows
estado,
"You
take
en
dancing
convención
especially
de
in
la
styles,
frocks
Pardee.
Critchett & Ferguson
pants und his leg, and let bim lie The frocks bave been cut so low from irá & la convención nacional repubMide from the celebn'ed Clifton
there. He won't escape on one leg. the chin and so high from the ground licana Eln instrucciones.
Los jefes Ores.
that they havn been shocking to some políticos declararon, Bin embargo, que senic. Free from AuUuiony aud Ar
that is certain."
REPRESENTATIVE FOR ORE 8BIPPEB8
Pegleg protested vigorously, but It the university authorities say, all cinco de los seis delegados son para
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P. O. Box 712 El Paso. Texas.
came
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nothing.
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him
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Gives more satisfactory results In
Roosevelt. Los delegados son:
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The leg was hollow, lined with tin. June Glemen Saya Woman Will Do Herandez,
Feed & Livery Stable
el Dr. J. M. Cunningham de and New Mei.
and held at least a half a gallon of
In
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Anything for the Man She
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the
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Edward
Otero del con'
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liquor.
Eastern Markets.
Loves.
dado de Valencia y Eufrasio Gallegos
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unappreciatlve
poured into a dry but
San Jose. June Giemen, held here
Llnftrilf nfr Mock jrlron pood atlentloa.
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desert, was landed on an eastbouud on a charge of grand larceny, told instrucciones para votar para Charles
Tmnflterriiiir aud di)HMe.
iLtaK
A. Sniess. presente Jefe de comité nafreight.
Deputy Sheriff liuffington that with cional, representando Nuevo Méjico,
I lair an hour later
PHONE H-- 2
FAYW00D HOT SPRINGS.
Lieutenant Par- Louis Long, who is also here, an
venerable-lookin.
Una proclamación ejecutlvalos Hm for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble,
dee saw a
men, she had ridden the
seven
other
old gentleman alight from an blind baggage from Salinas to San ites de la selva nacional de Alamo en Kidney Ailments, lntlamatlons, Arterial Hardening. Li'Comoior Alalia,
eastern passenger train. He carried a Luis Obispo, peddling stolen good Nuevo Méjico, restaurando al domi
nlo público la superficie de 28,810 Nervous Breaking eto. Perfect TreatMlb
CoiiBtanre Kopp trlghtT. the suitcase.
expían
aa opportunity offered. Her
ment, Perfeo' Climate. Health, Pleagirl deputy sheriff of llergen county.
Two soldiers greeted the old man tlon of ber Implication In the rob acres.
sure, Larga Modnrn Hotel. Booklet.
New Jersey, dived Into the Icy waters affectionately.
'
especies
peces
de
Veinte
bal
se
T. U. MoDbrmott.
bery was, "You will do anything for
BUVEIÍS
Dr. R.
"Got anything good?" queried Lieu- the man you love."
of the Ilackensack river and rescued
laron en los ríos cerca de Roswell
an Insane man
He was revived by tenant Pardee.
per un partido científico de la Uní
DENTAL SUK0E0N.
physicians. Miss Kopp was put to bed
it's six bits a bottle. I
versidad de Colorado, departamento
Lower
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to charge of a nurse but' went out a got to get big money because
Biología.
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Harrison, N. J. Joseph Cemüak!
mt Law
Atloraer
few hours later to attend to her duties. risky business here," replied the aged
La aseguranza fraterna vigente en WASHINGTON LOAN & TRUST BUILDING
arrested for "kicking his mother," was
Tony Holnacka was being taken from one.
Permanently
Located.
WASHINGTON. D. C.
fined $20. The woman said she was Nuevo Méjico el 31 de diciembre era
A hospital to the asylum In charge of
"80 It Is." commented the lieuten- not
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suma
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de
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caspublic
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and
attention
Land
but
mother,
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John's
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Misa Koop when be escaped. On tne ant as be took the suitcase and start429,474 superior á la aseguranza ac ca before the General Land Office and Interior
leit of the picture la Ml us Kopp's ed leading the procession for the Jail. "Then make the One $10," decreed tiva hace un año.
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MINING AND OIL

Sanitary Experts Declare They Carry
and Deadly Diseases The iJabies
Are Easily Infected With Germs.

Loath-com-

NEWS

e

Lead, New York, $7.37.

Bar silver,

cents.
Tungsten per unit
of CO per cent, $76; 25 per cent,
$46.20; 10 per cent, $41.
Boulder,

-

Colo.

Colorado.
now has

RollInsvUle
boom.

ckY
IS

a tungsten

Several discoveries of tungsten are
rumored in Summit county.
The Leadvllle district, with eight
metals to its credit, has Joined the
producers of tungsten.
Tho
Dunkin
leasers on Nigger
Hill near Breckenridge are making
shipments of rich gold ore to Denver.
The French Gulch Dredging Com-pau-y
shipped a gold brick valued at
$6,000 to Denver from Breckenridgo.
The Puzzle Leasing Co. Is making regular shipments of lead, gold,
silver ore and also of zinc blend ore.
Tungsten will remain at $00 or $70
a unit, regardless of any possible
importations, according to W. H.
of the Vasco Company at
Nederland.
H. C. Hayes, of Salida, who Is operating a molybdenum mine on Chalk
creek, reports a vein eighteen inches
wide, three inches of which Is solid

cholera, dysentery, summer complaint, consumption and intestinal diseases. Sputum is
coughed up by consumptives.
It contains
taberculosis germs. Pus from sores sore eyes, anthrax-infecte- d
attle, gangrene, "bad" diseases, etc. is alive with deadly germs of
various kinds.
One flyspeck recently examined at the state board of health
laboratories contained 5,000 tuberculosis germs. Suppose a fly thus
laden with a deadly burden of disease bombs comes into your dining
room and alights on the bowl of bread and milk your little boy
or girl is eating.
That child may develop any one of a number of serious diseases. The baby may die. It may be blinded. It may be crippled
for life by tuberculosis of the spine. It may suffer years from some
vile form of skin disease. Your baby, you understand, has not the
resisting power of a grown-uWon't you join the army of
p.

your cooking, or
a "beginner"

VHttra Nawspapvr Union Nswa Service.
Higher Price for Metals.
Spelter, St. Louis, $1G.B8.
Copper, casting, $27.87 Vi.

ANITAEY experta today declare that flies are
responsible for the transmission of at least ten
different diseases deadly to human beings.
These experts are not only our own American
health authorities but are also numbered
among physicians and specialists who are
working their heads off to prevent the spread
of terrible diseases, liie cholera and typhus, in
devastated Europe
The fly feeds on human excreta, sputum,
pus, blood and rotting flesh. Human excreta
commonly carry germs of typhoid fever,

Jc

be famous for
In Either Case

Baking Powder
will help you.
Its goodness
recommends
it.

ASK FOR AND GET

f" f
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Interviewing a Humorist
"Good morning, Waggo. What's on
the carpet today?" asked Binglcton.
"Dust," said Wagge.
"Clever boy! But I mean what have
THE HIGHEST QUALITY
you on foot?"
"Shoes," said Wagge, solemnly.
"O, come off, Wagge. What are you
molybdenum.
up to these days?"
P.
Paul
county
sienature
Save
of
trademark
operators
the
Gold
of Boulder
"Date," sighed Wagge.
complain that they are losing work- Skinner from 11 package, and exchange free
"I'll give you just one more chance,
Write
Silverware.
Community
Oneida
for
men rapidly because tho tungBten opyou poor Frivol, you. What are you
recipe book and full
today for free
erators lure their miners by offers information.
doing now?"
of higher wages.
"Everybody,' said Wagge.
MANURE-PIL- E
DANGER
OMAHA,
U.S.A.
CO.,
MFG.
BKINNER
Reports to the effoct that Wont"As usual, eh?" said Binglcton, as
LARGEST MACARONI FACTORY IN AMERICA
em Federation of Miners has sent
he shoved the remains down the nearIts organizers Into Boulder tungsten
New York
est available coalhole.
8WATTINQ FLIES NOT EFFECTIVE district for the purpose of organizing
Times.
35 years Alabastine has
the miners were confirmed.
EXTERMINATION METHOD.
FOR the choice of
Abner Was Landed.
Not to be outdone by the silver
Colored Map of this wonderful
CDFC
who take particular
riYLiEi Gold Camp. Write today auy
A man returned to his home town
camps of the state, the Cripple Creek
pride in the decoration of
LOS ANGELES STOCK EXCHANGE .r
years,
many
member
of
an
and
absence
after
their homes.
Eggs of One Insect Produce Milliont district reports an $80,000 shipment
FAIRVIEW
INVESTMENT
CO.. 1240 CITIZENS
rambled down to the corner grocery
from the Cresson group. The ore was
35 years Alabastine has
For
BANK BUILDING. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
to Pester and Menace You In
get
to
wise.
class, averaging
of the
been sold everywhere by paint,
' I suppose," remarked the oldest InSeven or Eight Weeks.
hardware, drug, and general
$2,000 lo the ton.
habitant In handing him information,
stores. It is known by dealers
Story That Defies Time.
The Crlse Bracken group of mines
and users alike as the"tint beauSim Slmpkins?"
WATTING the Just above Boulder Falls, has been Commentaries have been written on "that you remember
tiful" for walls and ceilings.
"O, yes! I knew Sim very well," anfly doeBn't
do sold to New York parties fqr $100,-00- the Book of Job which only Job could
Alabastine U a dry powder that
swered the former resident. "I also
much good after
mixrfl perfectly in cold water. You
and negotiations are pending for have the patience to read. A hundred
the first of April. the sale of the Catashophe mines, in books have been written and many a knew his daughter, Mary. Went to
can apply it yourself or your local
do the work reasonably,
school with her. They say that after
sung
song
You have only
fortunes
with
been
the
has
Sainter willthat
you Ret Alabastine
$00,000.
same
the
district
for
of Mary Stuart for their burden, but waiting nearly 15 years she married
broiitiht on the job in properly
the personal satpackages.
labeled
Georgeyoung
MacClellan
mine,
struggling
near
a
man."
The
from
redeemed
the
been
these have
of
Free Color Plana
"Ain't no doubt about that strug-gliw r e a k i ng ven town, was the scene ot an important dullness which has so often fallen
The best dreorator advine the ose
was
part of it," was the grinning rerecently.
ore
of
strike
feet
Four
geance on one inupon even the stupendous drama of
of stencila to produce contrasting-waland ceiling border. Ordisect which per encountered by the lessee, Stevens the Old Testament by the mystery and joinder of the oldest inhabitant. "Seth
narily, ntencilsrost from &0 cents to
which ran fifty-fivglamour which ever wait upon the Scot- done his darnedest to git away, but
il a p s awakened & Company,
S3 00 each: but if you will write for
Mary lan'ded him, all right."
you about 6 a. m ounces in silver a ton with 4.60 per tish queen.
the free Alabnstine Packet," containing hand colored proof of 12 of
More than three centuries have
and worried you cent copper, 40 per cent lead and 30
the very latent stencil effecta. we
TÍO 8ICRNFSS
I.T.I
FA
FITS,
FriI.FPST,
will tell you bow you can have
out of an hour or per cent zinc.
in
stood
passed since she
to her trial
Stopped Oulcklv. Tlftr yeara of uninterrupted
your choice of these and 500
KplKpr
Medicino
uceas
Insures
ofTir.
Kline's
sleep
two of
last
others at practically no ex pen we.
A strike of silver ore running be- Fotheringay castle, yet time, that cov lnbtlns rMnlM. LAHoa Tkial Iíottla Krbb. 1K.
today far this abaaiuUty
Write
Sunday morning tween 300 and 400 ounces to the ton ers most things with its weeds, has H.UMI COMPANY, Hull Hank, N. df.
fre decorating ttrvic.
and you de in the
impair
to
been
powerless
interest
the
at
Caribou
mine
Busy.
stroy Just one fly. was reported at Boulder by John of her story.
"Jimson has bocomo very devoted
SM CraarUU M Craad Rapids, Mkk.
We will say that you discover a full- West, superintendent of the mine,
to bis family all ot a sudden."
grown fly in the house on the first With the Increased price of
Wrong Diagnosis.
silver.
"What makes you think so?"
warm day in April. You get out your It is expected that the strike will
"Your condition is very serious,'
"Well, I haven't seen him at his ustrusty swatter and plaster your enemy, mean a fortune to the owners, who
said the doctor "very serious Indeed
ual haunts for nearly a month."
Suppose now that this victim is an old are
Boulder men.
What you need is an entire change of
"That doesn't prove anything. The
female which has lived through the
scene.
fact of the matter is, somebody prewinter and has Just wandered into the
The patient seemed puzzled. "But, sented him with a meerschaum pipe
New Mexico.
kitchen hunting for food after laying
" he began.
doctoiand he spends his eveniug at homo
120 eggs in the manure pile in your
The total gross mineral production
"There's no but about it," insisted coloring it."
back yard a fly lays 120 eggs at a set- in New Mexico in 1915, as shown by
the physician. "A complete change of
ting.
the revised figures of the State Tax scene la the only thing that will cure
,'"i'
'" ' JSV- If you wish beautiful, olear white Vvr "i5
Five days later these eggs batch 120 Commission was $23,000,000.
you. By the way, what Is your occu- clothea, use Red Croaa Bag Blue. At all
Gliddaa Tear Wiaaar
maggots. Fourteen days from the time
good grocers. Adv.
Mike fWolf and associates, who are
6 Passenger, Gray & C
of the original laying 120 new flies erecting the new concentrator Just pation?"
scene
shifter."
a
"I'm
are on the Job, ready to mate and mul west of Magdalena, are pushing the
Strenuous.
Davis, Electric Lights
tiply and multiply they do. By the work on the building as fast as pos"What do you mean by referring to and Starter, 25 H. P.
Awful.
It
This
middle of July, with reasonable fly sible.
Wiggins as an athlete? The only Greatent hill climber ( IS to SO mile on I (alien
"Are you Hungary?"
luck, there will be on hand to pester
l
game bo can play is pinochle, and tamillii
of tiren
10.ll u ml'es on one
exploration
New
Mex
Oil
In
work
"Yes, Siam."
SpeeOometer, one man mobalr top, 1")
you and carry disease into your home
you'd hardly call that an athletic SlewHi-I .ft O
lia-weight
Urea,
In
Inch
wheel
no
ico,
in districts where
tests have
"Well, come along; I'll Fiji.'
grand'
moro than 25.00Í.Ü00 great-grea- t
MKTZ DlHtrlbut-orfor Colorado,
sport."
Roumla
Western
Wyoming
Nebraska.
aud
children of the one you killed. Science been heretofore made, is now prac
"It Is the way Wiggins plays it. You
tically assured during the present
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
EXPERIMENTS
says so.
ought to see him pound the table when
Ui Colorado üaruirear Oo.
buooeHiHira
year.
Value.
of
Things
Teach
The sensible thing to do is go after
1636-4DEMVXR. COLO.
he trumps the other fellow's ace."
BROADWAY
Copper
On March 31, the Chino
the manure pile the favorite
LIVE.
ex
Where one has never made the
spot. Remove manure oftener Company paid a dividend of $1.25 per
periment of leaving off coffee and
than once a week. If that is impos- share, a total ot $1,087,475.

Everywherer
You Go
Everywhere

Skinners
MACARONI
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INSECT

FLY FILTHIEST

2

80ME PRECAUTIONS YOU SHOULD
TAKE TO BE RID OF PEST.

OATMAN GOLD

Get Habit of Keeping Premise Clean
mm) You Will

Not Have Much

high-grad-

Trouble Fighting Them.
LIES do not waste
their time loafing

around clean

They
premises.
demand filth for
su a t enance. So
wherever you
see flies you can
be sure there's
filth close by.

During the

course ot a state-1 d e
campaign
last year, the
exConnecticut
periment station
conducted an in--v
e s 1 1 g atlon to
learn how many baoterla the average
fly carried away from the slop barrel, the hog pen, tke cow stable and
the bouse. The investigation was
thorough and nothing was left to guess
work.

This is the report:

Each

slop-barr-

fly carried an average of more than
6,000,000 germs; the hog pen fly car-

ried a little less than one million; the
e
fly carried only about
the housefly carried about twice
that number, or 850,000.
If you must have a slop barrel on the
premises, keep it carefully screened,
else it may spread disease. If you
have a garbage can at the kitchen
door, keep the can covered. Burn all
garbage If you can do so practically.
Otherwise drain it and wrap it in paper before putting it in the can.
Some day we shall come to look on
tie fly in the same light we now look
on bedbugs and body lice. The fly is
filthier than these other vermin. He
la born in filth, lives in It, feeds on it,
arries it and spreads it on our food.
Don't take any chances. Screen
your house carefully. Destroy all excretory and kitchen waste matter.
Keep your premises clean.
Teach your children the dangers of
titea and make crusaders of tbem. It
"
your neighbor is a
and
dirty, report him.
420,-00-
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AGENTS WANTED

sible treat it with chemicals to kill the
fly maggots. According to the InternaWyoming.
tional Harvester company's bulletin,
is enlurglng its plant
Midwest
The
this mixture will destroy maggots:
Spray 2 pounds of sugar sulphate ot at Casper.
Many oil leases have been signed
iron in 1 gallon of water on every 15
pounds of manure. The cost of this at Douglas.
treatment is 2 cents a day for each
Wyoming produced 6,874,167 tons of
horse. Cheaper than doctor billsl
coal last year.
A new $30,000 oil company has been
formed at Casper.
A FLY TRAP
A rich gold strike Is said to have
been made recently In the encamp
nient district by I. C. Piatt and II. W
Larkln.
The Amalgamated Development
Corporation, of New York, 111 open
the Model mine near Sheridan, which
hag been closed for two years. This
company Is also engaged In the oil
business.
.
It is reported that a flow of oil
was struck In the Stubbs & Lamb
claim at Matuna at a depth of 850
feet It has been cased off,' and the
drill is now working for the deeper

ñ mmmmm
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strata.

Answer the Alarm!

drinking Postum, it is still easy to
learn something about it by reading
A bad back makes a day's work twice
the experiences ot others.
as hard. Backache usually comes from
Drinking Postum is a pleasant way
weak kidneys, and if headaches,
out of coffee troubles. A Penn. man
or urinary disorders are adilcd,
don t wait get help before dropsy,
says:
gravel
or Urighl'a disease aet in. Doan's
"My wife was a victim of nervousKidney Tills have brought new life and
ness, weak stomach and loss of apnew atrrnpth to thottsanila of working
petite for years; and although we remen and women. Used and recommendremethods
for
numerous
sorted to
ed the world over.
was
a change from
lief, one of which
A Wyoming Case
coffee to tea, it was all to no purpose.
Ptifura
"'We knew coffee was causing the
B. D I f f e n d orfor,
"Krtrvawry
ícué u
Evanston, W y o . ,
trouble but could not find anything to
says: "I was sufferitake its place until we tried Postum.
ng; from backache
Within two weeks after she quit coffee
and trouble with the
and began using Postum almost all of
kidney secretions. I
her troubles bad disappeared as if by
feared It might run
magic. It was truly wonderful. Her
Into something; serinervousness was gone, stomach trouous and I have no
ble relieved, appetite Improved and,
doubt but that would
completa
was
night's
rest
a
all,
have been the case,
above
If I had not itotten
and refreshing.
hold of something- to
"This sounds like an exaggeration,
check It. Doan's Kid
as it all happened so quickly. Each
ney rills cured me."
day there was improvement, for the
Staaw, SOc a Bast
Aay
Cat Daan'a at
Postum was undoubtedly strengthening her. Every particle of this good
work is due to drinking Postum in
FOSTER-MILURN CO. BUFFALO. N. T.
place of coffee." Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum comes in two forms:
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust rr,7EEKS,S3i5VAuB,L.
mr a cold m THt
be well boiled. 15c and 25c pkgs.
TZ If
. I to bnU upa cold
I
powder
Instant Postum a soluble
ss-V
wacup
ot hot
dissolves quickly in a
ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
K.ColainM,Wuk
U. UuoeurrtM). liiftt- a delicious beverage Instantly. 30a PATENTS
rj(rfufMk Boot rMUllan
and 60c tins.
Both forms are equally delicious
-- m
Positiva rtMnftdy
and cost about the same per cup.
I A rol 4 operations.
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HaMuluiDr. Writ To-"There's a Reason" for Postum.
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Arizona.
The Pride mine, located fifteen
miles east ot Parker, la to be

equipped with a hoist
1
The tunnel being driven in the Gar-for-d
'
mine. Cherry Creek district, has
reached
of 250 feet.
a
Get a soap box of large alze. Substitute wire netting for the top and two
Word cornea from Pearce that
Idea. Cut a round hole In the bottom and Insert In It a wire netting cone with things
at the Commonwealth Exten
opening at the top.
opening at the bottom and a half-inca
are showing up fine.
sion
mine
trap
a
few
the
Elevate
Inside
food
bait.
for
piece
or
of
Place a fish head
Jerome,
the center of copper minkill
crowded
trap
may
enter. When the
tt
Inches from the ground so the flea
ing activity in Tavapal county, is one
the files with bolting water.
of the busiest camps In the United
SUtes.
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CURTIS

DENVER. COLO.
Liquor and Drug Addictions

cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado wlier th
Genuine Kccley Remedies ire administered.

Ami
Parta
No Hill too Htrrp, Kn KaiM loo lor
l H4.
Mialvl
- Unrlel
Inctorj. AU parta cairu-- l In Dcur

M.wl.

THE

MOTOR

TIBBALS-ANOERSO-

llOO ItronUwftJ,
LIVE A1.1ÍN1S

I

CO.

ViUirMOO.

WANTED

WAIHTKII
Hltrheat
prices paid; luc to la per lb. Further
Information on reiuent. Wewtrr Ils)lr
Trend Tire to, 1241
llsattr.
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.livery Woman Wants

m

i
nrininvin'iu-nFOR PERSONAL. HYCUJi

ta Water for dooches) (top
pelvic catarrh, uloarmlioa auxl infláis
nation. Rocotnmepdad hf Lyctias E.
Pinkham Mod. Co. for tea yoar.
A hoaling wond or for nauaj catauro,
sore throat and tor erea. Economical,
Has axtraoKiaaty flsaarma an aaaakalaj aiw
Saaulal-rMJOc, II druasaa,
PMti4
p,l. TVi. Piln At4 Camiiuy, Brwl,m, Mm.
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SHOP

BARBER

PARLOR

Felix Jones, prop.
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IIATHS. I.AUXDKY A'iENCY
Next ílíMir to rotoflloo
NKW MEXICO
I.OIMMIirK'i..
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WRIGHT

Blacksmith, Wheel wright
Spnng and axel Ve!ding
Wood Working
Korseshoing.

J

i
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I

Fioci and Save

1916
Just Received

S

t
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SURPRISE GROCERY
STORE COMPANY

foetal
Jpd-e-

FllANCIMO UAKKL.A
I'UOI'KIKIIjK
Fresh Meats, - Vegetables and
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries
Phone No. 6 2 Kings

..

KEEP' COO

75 - - $395
S3 - - $775

l

DELIVERED

Any Place Any Time

F. O. B. LORDSBTJRG

Store North of S. P. Tracks

All
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World Features
now showing

JJ

"THE APPRECIATED
CANDIES"
nuti
tíioe Tnni

r-

-

i

We sell so many of these
famously good chocolates that
we can always supply any of the
ilohnston popular assortments.

And

;

Thursday,

Remember

the Price, 5 and 10c

That mind and soul, according well.
Make one music as btstore,
But vaster.

other.

SEASONABLE

AND TWO OTHER REEDS

J

EVERY

TUESDAY

NIGHT

Figures
on't lie

HE more a man loves himself
tha harder be can bats an- -

It Is the shadows of Ufe that make the
Craue.
Mauty of life.

THE GIRL AND THE GAME

HARRY FARRIOR

sr-

sT"

LIME

cubes of bread, holMake three-Inclow out In the form of a box, brush
with melted butter and brown In the
oven.
Fltt with salmon and peas)
h

su-Jta-

Sanitation
Purposes:

Price Books

2C Per Poundf
vrr

BRICK

--

D

LIMES

The Western Libera

well-floure-

JIMMIE'S

Jauto servicer
Place

Day or Night

t

wwwwwwww

Market

CASTOR

I

A

En

Use For Over 30 Years

om

Ml

E LEUTRI CITY

To live long and to remain well and
active Is the object of
normal
man or woman. As old age comes on,
nature loses the lnoUnation for exercise, but unfortunat ely she does not
itoprive us of the desire to eat. Our
anting should adept Itself to our a
Wttles, and thus by abstemlnous living we could do
with many ol
the diseases subject to old age. From
twenty to forty the vital organs ura
oung and respond io demands with-rj- t
apparent difficulty, but at sixty
the stomach and liver are beginning
to resent over work, the exercise, lilo
In the open air and work of earlier
years are missed and the' body reel
the strain.
develop!
The result of
fat and superfluous material, which
clogs the system and chores tha vital
organs, and we find oui selves wltU
rheumatism, gout, Indigestion, hardening of the arteries and various other serious troubles. Tibsue bulldlug
foods should be partaken of sparingly,
as their need is past, ttough for variety It Is well to keep them In the
diet. Meat should be eaten but once

table-spoonf-

over-eatin-

a

g

day.

The aged who are troubled with much avoirdupois should cut oat fats
largely, not eating many root vegetables and scarcely any sweets.
A good diet for seventy or ssranty
Uve should be made up of vegetables,
fruit, some fish, eggs, a little meat
and simple cereals. Two quarts of
water or more should be tacen each
day between meals. The water la
Deeded to flush the system and avoid
friction, besides that which Is needed
In the tissues and blood.
Stimulants, such as tea anA coffee,
hould not be strong.
For the aged, It Is better to eat
often and lightly. Ejercía, In tha
open air Is as necessary at sv renty as
It Is at seven.
Those who exercise a great deal can
eat and assimllato more food than
the less active. If one has reached
the age of sixty with no disease shadowing him, he should by right living
how his gratitude mid' not become insolent and Invite disaster.
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CAREFULlEhsTERFRISINGl

LOAt5

MODCRÍJ

J ;AFGUARDff

SERVICE

PROGRESSIVE MANAGEMENT of this bank is proud of the
that it is founded on certain STRONG FOUNDATION
'
STONES, some of which the artist has drawn here. Our endeavor
is to treat ALL CLASSES ALIKE with banking EFFICIENCY and
SAFETY. We try to lend money on all DESERVING ENTERPRISES
and extend FINANCIAL SERVICE of ALL KINDS to the business
men of thit territory. We are glad to do business here.

THE

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO SERVE YOU

Open A Savings Account Now

First National Bank

Lordsburg,
New Mexico

Parson's Saddlery
-

Strictly Hand Made Saddles Repairing Done
Saddles Made To Order Work Guaranteed
'

ONE DOOR EAST OF STAR THEATRE

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

Claimant names
Louis Ca rrierc,
N. Clark William
N. M.
may6jun2

as witnesses:
Charles B. Miller, James
R. Huifhes. all of Clover-dal-

John L. Burnside Register.

American
National writes,
Life, Accident and Health Insurance. J. B. Crowell, district
manager.

Opals.

i

The opal used In jewelry is distinguished from other varieties of less
value by calling It precious or noble
opal. Opals differ greatly in their color
effects, and these are known as the
pattern of the gem. The sbnpe and
size of the flashes of color vary from
very small, when the stone Is called
BUICK "25" FOR SALE $575 pin's point opal, to larger, squarish
spangles, when It Is called harlequin
Big snap. Self starting and opal. The Une of reflection in the
lighting system. Just over- center or near the center of a moonhauled. Good as new.
stone Is called the blush. St. Louis
En-

quire at Liberal office.

Republic.

::

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS "

home-ili-s- d

For Infants aDd Children

Always bears
the
Signature

FOR THE AGED.

aiy

DISHES.

creamed together.
r tf e w 9 tt w ryer ww
r rww - st
Raspberry and Currant Conserve- Cover two boxes of currants with water, fctew and strain; add a box of
stewed and strained raspberries, a
albut
sometimes they're 'hard to cup of stoned raisins, a cup ofjuice
i
monds chopped, rind, pulp and
remember. Keep your prices in ot two oranges. Add one cupful of r
.4
to each cupful ot fruit Juice and
s;For
nice, accessible shape.
slowly until It jeDies. Pour Into
cook
y
;
Eral-pas- a
glasses, cover when cool, and keep In
fi
a cool, dark place.
are used by salesmen everywhere.
Spread
Hot Ham Sandvlche.
finely chopped on butham
belled
Better
look
at them today along tered bread, arrange like sandwiches,
j
with lots other labor-savin- g
de- dip in egg and milk and fry a golden
brown In butter. &rve with tomato
vices.
E. F. MORAN & CO.
salad. '
2
TAT) noOiTon
Blueberry Cake. Cream a
ÜVUUOUU
BU, lili" AiXjAlVV
FORMS
iaeal-pEEBIN DERS
of butter, add a cupful of
FOR SALE
sugar, and when w ell mixed two unKOlt SALEHV
beaten eggs. Beat well five minutes,
.
add a teaspoonfu) of vanilla, a few
L. R. JONES, Agent
1;
gratings of nutmeg, two teaspoonfuls
of baking powder sifted with two cup-ful-s
ot flour; add at the last a pint ot
WW WW WWWW WW WW
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Bake In a
blueberries.
Department of the Interior, United States Land loaf and serve warm with butter.
Office at Las Cruces, N. M April 38. 11116.
Fried Chicken. Fry the) piecef of
Notice is hereby Kivin that Jeff E. Eiell of
Playos, N. M., who on October 16, 1916, made Chicken until brown In butter, then
hnmeatead entry No. 0120U4 for S' Section add a cupful of boiling water and
JIMMIE HUGHES
tf, Townahlp 27 8., Ranire 17 W.. N. M. P.
simmer for half an hour. Remove the
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to cover from the pan and cook down
make final three year proof to eatabliuh claim
SAny
and
The gravy is especialto the land above described before Geore
ly
Is cooked this
when
nice
chid'ten
Kdmonds,
U. 8. Commitminner,
at Hachita,
way.
X. M., on the 16th day ofJun 19K.
Í
Claimant names as witnesses :
Ginger Cobblen, Cut In dice one
E. E. Orr, E. Orr, F. G. Sharp aqd P. M.
pared cucumber; slice two oranges
Kuan, all of Huyan, N. M.
a cupOverland Tourinj Car
Reasonable Rates
maSjun2
John L. Burnside Register. and three lemons, sprinkle with
ful of powdered sugar; add a cupful
ot ginger sirup and put on Ice ftir two
notice for publication
WWWW
Department of the Interior, United States Land hours. Add two quarts of glnge.v ale
Olfirc at Las Crucs. N. M., April 28, 1016. and a oup of sugar sirup..
Place a
Notice is her.ly iriven that Fred R. Miller, block of l"e In a punch bowl and pcvir
.if Clc.ver.iale,
N. M., who on May 23, WIS.
over the mixture, garnish with raspad" homestead entry 084SI for
8W4 See. berries and serve at once.
.
ID. N!i NW!i Bee. 80, T. 83 8., R. 20 W.,
Meat
Peach D'amour. Fill tall glasses
and on July M, 1UM, made additional
entry No. 0(181)3, for 8VjSE4 See. 19. with peach Ice cream, add sufficient
II. L. SWIXK, Owner
80, Township 88 8.. Kanitc raspberry Juice to color
EVÍNEV4
J
and run down
0
20 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
fi of intention to make final three year proof, to through the cream; on top place a
FRESH MEATS
J
establish claim to the land above described, spoonful of sweetened find flavored
S I'minM Ui'll vi'rle mailu in LorUsliiirir 9 before A. B. Ward, U. 8. Commissioner,
at Ice cream Garnish with a flew fresh
Animas, N. M. on the 16th day of June, 1916. raspberries or a maraschino cherry.
e-
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15 and 25c

For Our Regular Show

SERVE THE
AT ALL TIMES

grow from
j
nowletlgre
ET
I
mir to more,
But mors of ret erence In us dwelL

Big Universal Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

PRICES:

PUBLIC

I C E W AT ER

Thursday Nights

THE MINT CLUB
PROPRIETOR

Lorisiri

DET

always Fresh

TO

READY

PARCEL POST SOCIAL
The Ladies of the Methodist
church will hold their parcel post
social at the K. of P. Hali Satur-- I
day afternoon and evening. The
public is cordially invited to take
in this big event.

Plenty of Fun, Thrills
and Entertainment

These are the kind you see
advertised in
the Saturday Evenino Post
and ara What She Wants!

I "85"

thing Electrical.

J

;

it

ces. Lamps. Every-

jr

STAR

fT

Electrical Applian-

J. H. FITZPATRICK Manager

Tnnnil n IT

ti

Supplies

for
wiring Your Home

The Lordsburg Auto Co.

ItElffloBarMopj

;

85 MINE CAMP

AND NOW on DISPLAY
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FLAVOR
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